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ABSTRACT 

 

Tissue engineering strategies nowadays require attention to not only cells, but also to the 

mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM).We studied the elasticity of hydrogels 

formulations frequently used in cell and tissue culturing. A variety of concentrations in a variety 

of biomaterials, including agarose, alginate, the collagens, fibrin, hyaluronic acid, kerateine, 

laminin, Matrigel, and polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), were tested with atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). We also determined the Young’s modulus (E) of hydrogels with different 

concentrations.  E tended to increase with increased concentration.  

The stiffness (Young’s modulus) of bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) co-cultured 

with multiple myeloma (MM) cells were measured. In our study, we found that both M-BMSCs 

(BMSCs from MM patient) and MGUS (Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance) 

cells are stiffer than N-BMSCs (BMSCs from healthy volunteers). Also co-culturing with 

myeloma cells increased the stiffness of M-BMSCs. On the other hand, co-culturing with the 

cancerous counterparts did not increase the stiffness of N-BMSCs or MGUS cells. The results 

also showed that it is CD138- (syndecan-1 negative expressed), instead of CD138+ (syndecan-1 

positive expressed), that regulates the stiffness of BMSCs. Western blotting experiments 

suggested that SDF-1 (Stromal Cell-Derived Factor 1) was expressed more in CD138-. Inhibiting 

SDF-1 using AMD 3100 or knocking-down CXCR4 in M-BMSCs would decrease the stiffness of 

M-BMSCs induced by CD138-. Meanwhile, inhibition of AKT (Protein Kinase B) also resulted 

in decreasing stiffness of M-BMSC when co-cultured with CD138-.  

By employing an AFM with 5.3m diameter spherical probe, we measured the Young’s 

muduli of individual human mammary epithelial cells. Measurements were taken both on 

cytoplasmic and nuclear regions. The stiffness of cells in different microenvironments was 
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obtained to show the influence of cell-cell interactions on single cell stiffness. Cells were sorted 

into 3 categories: isolated cells; cells residing on the periphery of a contiguous cell monolayer; 

and cells on the inside of a contiguous cell monolayer. Generally, cells become softer as they 

advance to the tumorigenic phase. However, metastatic cells are stiffer than tumorigenic cells. 

Moreover, we found normal cells are sensitive to their microenvironment. That is, normal cells 

inside the monolayer are stiffer than isolated cells. But the stiffness of tumorigenic cells did not 

show significant differences between different microenvironments.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
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Biophysics is a powerful discipline using physics methods to study problems in 

biological systems. An excellent example is the discovery that the differentiation of stem cells 

can be manipulated by growing cells on hydrogels with different properties [1, 2]. It was found 

that the mechanical properties (stiffness) of hydrogels used to culture cells has long been very 

important. Experiments have been performed to study the properties of different kinds of 

hydrogels such as their modulus, elasticity, temperature sensitivity and PH sensitivity [1, 3-5]. 

For example, cells cultured on low modulus substrates exhibit a diffuse cytoskeleton (orange 

actin fibers), whereas cells cultured on high modulus substrates exhibit a dense actin 

cytoskeleton, leading to different differentiation pathways for hMSCs (Human Mesenchymal 

Stem Cells), neurogenic (~ 1 kPa), myogenic (~ 10 kPa), and osteogenic (> 25 kPa), through 

mechanotransduction [4]. 

However, no consistent measurement of hydrogel properties has been used across 

different labs. Moreover, research labs have only reported the stiffness of a limited number of 

gels. This made it difficult to cross compare the results, and it created obstacles to comparing data 

from lab to lab. Furthermore, some experiments were performed under dry condition while others 

were in a wet environment [5]. Never the less, an ever expanding set of different kinds of 

hydrogels are used in cell culturing. Thus the micro-scale properties of hydrogels are becoming 

more and more important. 

In this dissertation, I will present measurements of the stiffness of a number of different 

hydrogels that are commonly used in tissue engineering. I will describe the novel methods used to 

extract the information and how these measurements can be used to further help study the 

physical properties cells. Our goal is to create a standard micro-scale “library” which scientists 

could refer to in their study.  

The second part of this dissertation is related to the mechanical properties of cancer cells. 

Cancer is a disease that arises from malfunctioning biological cells [6], as cancer cells reproduce 

uncontrollably, leading to a disruption of normal tissue function in the human body. The relation 
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between biomechanical properties and cancer has long been considered important. Over the last 

few years, as biophysical methods became available to determine the mechanical properties of 

microscopic samples, significant effort has been put into understanding the link between 

mechanical properties of cells and cancer disease [7-10]. More and more micro and 

nanotechnology has been applied to cancer research to improve the detection, diagnosis and 

treatment of the disease [11].  Applications of traditional methods to determine the physical 

properties of cells under different conditions have already given valuable insights into biological 

problems, such as cell differentiation and functions of organs. Poroelastic or poroviscoelastic 

models [12] and other models have been developed to help better explain cell behaviors. 

Recently, many labs have been adopting 3-D cell culture methods to mimic the in vivo 

environment of the human body. PDMS, collagen, silicon and other materials have been used to 

create the 3-D environment [11, 13, 14].    

 

Figure 1. Confocal microscope images of MDA-MB-231 cells showing F-actin (green 

color), vinculin (red) and cell nuclei (blue). The cells have been treated with hydroxamic acid 

(SAHA, 3 µg, 24 h)[11]. The figure is reprinted with permission. 

In Chapter III, I focus on studying the stiffness change of cells during the neoplastic 

process. We used four human mammary epithelial cells with different stages of cancer 

development to study the change of cell stiffness during neoplastic transformation; to be specific, 
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we measured properties of immortal, tumorigenic, and metastatic cells .We also took 

measurements on normal human mammary epithelial cells as a control.  

We sort the cells’ microenvironments into 3 categories: isolated cells, cells grown on the 

periphery of a colony, and cells grown inside the colony (we use the term ‘colony’ to mean a 

contiguous monolayer of cells). For each category, we explore the stiffness of the cytoplasmic 

and nuclear regions separately. The results indicate that the average stiffness of immortal cells is 

similar to normal cells, and their moduli are also independent of cell location over the nucleus or 

over the cytoplasm. Our work reveals the fact that normal cells and immortal cells share the same 

stiffness, while both are stiffer than tumorigenic cells and metastatic cells. We also found that 

normal cells are sensitive to their environments in that the stiffness would change with different 

microenvironments. But cancerous cells do not show any difference when put into different 

microenvironments. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of cancer research. The cell properties are considered the 

most important, which leads to cancer diagnosis and drug development. 
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The mechanical integrity of cells is regulated by a dynamic network of structural, cross-

linking, and signaling molecules. Reports that have been published indicate that myeloma cell 

growth and drug resistance are greatly influenced by cross-talk between myeloma cells and their 

bone marrow microenvironment [15].  In Chapter IV, experiments are presented in which we 

studied the signaling path-way of cell-cell interactions, which causes a stiffening of cells. 

Multiple myeloma (MM) accounts for 10% of all malignant hematological disease [16]. It 

is a malignant neoplasm of plasma cells residing inside bone marrow. The intermediate stage,   

monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS), which is also a premalignant 

disease, affects 2% of the population with an average age above 50 [17, 18]. Roughly 1% of MGUS 

patients progress to the next disease stage every year [19]. MM treatments have made progress 

recently, and the survival rate of patients is increasing. However, the disease remains incurable due 

to relapse and drug resistance [20, 21]. Our goal is to give more insights into the mechanisms 

associated with MM pathogenesis. 

MM pathogenesis is greatly affected by the bone marrow microenvironment. The host cells, 

BMSCs, play an important role in activation of pleiotropic proliferative and anti-apoptotic cascades 

[22]. The cell-cell interaction triggers NF-κB activation,  initiates Notch signaling, and induces 

secretion of interleukin-6, vascular endothelial growth factor, insulin-like growth factor, and other 

factors [20, 23, 24]. MM patients’ BMSCs are stiffer than similar cells in healthy people, and 

several research groups have observed that SDF-1 is simultaneously over expressed in MM patients’ 

BMSCs [25-27]. In our experiments, we blocked the SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling pathway with 

inhibitors, and then tested the stiffness of BMSCs before and after co-culturing with MM cells.  

The atomic force microscope was invented in 1986 and now it has become a powerful 

and widely used instrument in biological studies [28].  It can image the surface morphology of 

living cells under physiological conditions with high spatial resolution [29]. In our work, we use 
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the force-distance mode of the AFM to get the Young’s modulus of cell stiffness as well as the 

stiffness of hydrogels used for cell culturing.  

In general, most biological materials are as soft as or much softer than synthetic 

materials. When taking measurements on biological samples, usually three types of deformation 

will occur during the process.  For example, a shear deformation is caused by applying a parallel 

force along one side of the materials while fixing the other side as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of shear deformation. The quantity  is the change in angle. F is the 

force applied to the material. 

The angle  is proportional to the applied force per unit area. The rigidity modulus, G, is 

often expressed as [30] 

F
G

A
 .                              (1.1) 

Here F is the force applied to the material, while A is the cross-section area of the top surface. 

Another modulus that is frequently used to characterize the properties of materials is 

elasticity. When the surface of a rectangular material with volume V0 is under stress, there will be 

a change in the volume ∆V. In the case where the material is isotropic, that is, the pressure is on 

the same magnitude, it is called a spherical stress, as shown in Figure 4 A. 
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Figure 4. Schematic of tensile deformation and Hertz contact theory. A rectangular 

material with initial volume V0 is pressed by force F. 

 

The modulus in this case can be obtained from the expression below[30]: 

0 0

1V V
P K

V V

 
  .                               (1.2) 

Here P stands for the pressure and K is the elastic bulk modulus. The pressure P is inversely 

proportional to the bulk compressibility, labeled κ.  

Based on the formulas above, there is a relation between Young’s modulus, shear 

modulus and elasticity. Here, a new parameter ν, the Poisson ratio is adopted in the relationship. 

We use E to represent the Young’s modulus [30]. 

2 (1 ) 3(1 2 ) /E G v v     .                               (1.3) 

Poisson's ratio, named after Siméon Poisson, is the negative ratio of transverse to axial strain.  

The Poisson’s ratio has the range from -1.0 to 0.5 [31]. If a rod is placed along the x axis and 

pulled by a force along x axis, there will be an elongation of ∆x in the x direction and changes of 

∆y and ∆z along y and z axis respectively. So the change of volume ∆V will be: 

0 0 0 0 0 0( )( )( )V x x y y z z x y z      .                               (1.4) 

The resulting fractional change of total volume of the rod will be: 

d 
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0 0 0

V x y z

V x y z

   
   .                                                  (1.5) 

Defining the Poisson’s ratio as: 

y

xy

x

v





 , z

xz

x

v





 ,                                                     (1.6) 

then we will get: 

(1 )x y z x xy xz

V

V
     


      .                                          (1.7) 

If we assume there is no volume change during the process, and the rod has square cross-section 

where
0 0y z , thus y z   , we will have

xy xzv v v  . The formula above will yield the result: 

1 2 0v  , thus 0.5v  .                                               (1.8) 

In the ensuing chapters, we assume the biomaterials, as well as the cells, have a Poisson’s ratio of 

0.5.   

The Hertz model was used in the data analysis. It is commonly used to determine low 

frequency Young’s modulus from AFM data, and it assumes a spherical tip [32]. In developing 

his theory, Hertz made several assumptions: 

1. Surfaces are continuous and non-conforming 

2. Strains are small 

3. Solids are elastic 

4. Surfaces are frictionless 

Consider a situation where an elastic medium that fills an infinitely large half-space has a 

force F is applied to the free surface [33]. The displacement caused by the force is calculated as 

follows (assuming z = 0) [33]: 
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2

(1 )(1 2 )

2
x z

v v x
u F

E r

 
   ,                              (1.9) 

2

(1 )(1 2 )

2
y z

v v y
u F

E r

 
   ,                              (1.10) 

2

2

(1 ) 1
z z

v
u F

E r


 ,                                            (1.11) 

where  

                   
2 2( ') ( ')r x x y y     .                                 (1.12) 

For contact problems without friction, we can only focus on the z component. The 

displacement of the surface is calculated using 

*

1 ' '
( ', ')z

dx dy
u p x y

E r
        with  

*

2(1 )

E
E

v



 .                     (1.13)                       

Here, a pressure with a distribution of 

2

0 2
(1 )nr

p p
a

   is exerted on a circle shaped area with 

radius of a , as shown in Fig 4 B.  

In the Hertz model (
1

2
n  ), the total force is: 

2

0

0

2
( )2

3

a

F p r rdr p a   ,      (1.14)  

with a vertical displacement  

2 20

*
(2 ),

4
z

p
u a r r a

E a


   .                                 (1.15) 
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We also have 2( / 2 )zu d r R  , where d is the sphere indentation. In order to find the quantities 

p0 and a that satisfy equations (1.14) and (1.15), it follows that for the contact radius a2 = Rd, the 

maximum pressure is 

1/2

*

0

2
.

d
p E

R

 
  

 
    (1.16) 

Finally, by combining Eqns. (1.14) and (1.16), along with the relation for the contact radius a2 = 

Rd, we have  

* 1/2 3/23
.

4
F E R d                                 (1.17) 

This formula – the Hertz formula - Eqn. (1.17), will be used in the data analysis throughout the 

thesis.  

Local measurements of cells viscoelastic properties can reveal important information on 

cell motion and local structural changes [34]. Materials that exhibit a pronounced contribution of 

fluid-like viscosity in addition to elasticity are called viscoelastic materials. Cells are a good 

example involving complex mechanics. The cytoplasm region consists of fluid as well as 

organelles. The earliest theory to account for the influence of pore fluid on the quasi-static 

deformation of soils was developed in 1923 by Terzaghi [35]. The author came up with a method 

to solve a one-dimensional question. Later, the theory was developed to solve 3-D problems [36]. 

In recent years, people have tried to apply the model to the cell systems and found that the 

cytoplasm of living cells behavior like poroelastic material [37]. Poroelastic properties are 

influenced by the cytoskeleton, the interstitial fluid, and the interaction between the two. If we 

indent on a poroelastic material, the fluid inside the solids will take some time to restore 

equilibrium in the area outside the indentation zone. In Moeendarbary’s publication, he 

mentioned that the poroelastic model fits for time 0.5t s while a power-law model fits for 
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0.5t s . In the situation where a sphere indenter is used, the analytical form for the modulus 

could be calculated using a model that fits a function g(t) that uses the force F(t) measured as a 

function of time, t, after a fixed indentation, like that shown in Fig. 5.  This function g(t) is 

defined as 

                                                 
F(t) F( )

g(t) ,
F(0) F( )

 


 
                                       (1.18) 

and g(t) is a measure of how far the medium is away from equilibrium at each point in time. Here 

F(0) and ( )F   are the forces at time t = 0 and at infinite time (the equilibrium force). The 

impressive result of the poroelastic model is that the force versus time curve for any poroelastic 

medium can be modeled with a superposition of two exponential functions with corresponding 

exponents and amplitudes that are fit to data. An example function is: 

( ) 0.491exp( 0.908 ) 0.509exp( 1.679 )g                        (1.19) 

Here τ is a scaled time variable defined as

2

2

Dt

a
  , where D is the diffusion coefficient and the 

quantity a is the radius of the circle at the probe sphere – sample surface interface ( a Rh  ). 

The sample surface interface is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Figure 5. A sketch of the experimental setup for the poroelastic model. 
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In Chapter II , I introduced a customized AFM probe. We attached a 5.3 µm fluorescent 

melamine bead to a tipless cantilever. Then the probe was used to indent hydrogels to a depth of 

1500 nm creating a force ranging from 1 nN to 50 nN. This makes it possible to perform 

measurements on different biomaterials.  

In Chapters III and IV, I used a combined atomic force/fluorescence microscope 

technique to measure the mechanical properties of cells. Customized probes were used again to 

determine the stiffness of cells. Using this probe, we avoided puncturing the membrane, as might 

happen with a sharp tip, but we still can obtain detailed measurements from nuclear and 

cytoplasmic regions of a cell. The fluorescence microscope was used to monitor the indentation 

process. 
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Abstract 

Our objective was to characterize the elasticity of hydrogel formulations intended to 

mimic physical properties that cells and tissues experience in vivo.  Using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), we tested a variety of concentrations in a variety of biomaterials, including 

agarose, alginate, the collagens, fibrin, hyaluronic acid, kerateine, laminin, Matrigel, and 

polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA).  Manipulations of the concentration of biomaterials 

were detectable in AFM measurements of elasticity (Young’s modulus, E), and E tended to 

increase with increased concentration.  Depending on the biomaterials chosen, and their 

concentrations, generation of tunable biocompatible hydrogels in the physiologic range is 

possible. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Recent work with adult stem/progenitor cells, from sources such as amniotic fluid and 

placenta, promises to eventually lead to therapies for regeneration of traumatized tissues and 

organs [1]. However, an effective tissue engineering strategy will require consideration of not 

only the cells: Another critical component of the tissue engineering strategy is consideration of 

the stem cell niche, which is the anatomic and functional microenvironment, composed of cells 

and extracellular matrix, where stem cells reside and self-renew [2, 3]. Understanding the adult 

stem/progenitor cell niche will facilitate efforts to manipulate the cells as required experimentally 

[4].  For example, in vitro expansion of rare adult stem/progenitor cells for downstream clinical 

applications will necessitate that the in vivo niche is effectively mimicked [5].  The human stem 

cell niche in vivo, whether for embryonic or adult stem cells, is not completely understood [6, 7].  

However, several physicochemical characteristics of the in vivo niche have been defined, and 

these provide a framework for the design of an artificial in vitro adult stem/progenitor cell niche.  

The components of the stem/progenitor cell niche include the structure on which the stem cells 
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are grown, as well as the in vitro atmospheric conditions, and the growth media.  Specifically, the 

vital characteristics of these components include: 1) The composition of the scaffold or substrata; 

2) The elasticity of the scaffold or substrata; 3) A physiological oxygen tension [8, 9]; 4) A 

growth media recipe that is both physiologic and translational [10].  The present study examines 

components 1 and 2, providing a description of physical properties of various hydrogel recipes.  

To facilitate clinical translation, there is a need for feeder-cell-free culture systems [11, 

12]; as a critical element in the quest for defined conditions, the extracellular matrix (ECM) is of 

particular interest [10].  The composition of engineered matrices for scaffolds or substrata is 

determined by the makeup of the corresponding in vivo stem/progenitor cell niche.  For example, 

the basal membrane of skeletal muscle cells, under which muscle progenitors (called satellite 

cells) reside, is composed of collagen type IV, laminin, proteoglycans, and glycoproteins [13].  

Thus, the scaffold or substrata for expansion of skeletal muscle progenitor cells is ideally 

composed of the same materials.  The elasticity of the scaffold or substrata is determined by the 

elasticity of the corresponding in vivo stem/progenitor cell niche.  For example, if myogenic 

differentiation is desired, then the chosen biomaterials should possess an elasticity of ~8-17 kPa, 

similar to stiffness of normal muscle [14, 15].  Embryonic stem (ES) cells, which may adhere to 

each other as embryoid bodies, have an elasticity of ~0.5 kPa [16]. Maintenance of stemness in 

ES cells, and progenitor cell populations, appears to be at least partially matrix-dependent [17, 

18] because matrix mechanical forces of tensegrity (tensional integrity) [19, 20] guide cell 

biology and physiology.  However, if differentiation of stem/progenitor cells is desired, the 

stiffness of the scaffold, or hydrogel substrata, can be experimentally manipulated towards this 

effect.  The cells would not necessarily have to reside on the gel directly; they might be seeded on 

a gel which has been coated appropriately, for example with materials such as collagen, laminin, 

fibronectin, and so on.  Notably, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine are likely to 

replace 2-D with 2.5-D or 3-D culture methods [21].  As this happens, biomaterial-based tunable 

hydrogels onto/into which cells can be seeded would play a key role in either maintaining 
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stemness, or guiding differentiation (Garneski et al, 2011).  Additionally, tissue engineers 

performing preclinical studies in vivo may want control over the material properties of the vehicle 

into which cells are suspended.  For example, if a cells-in-gel format is topically applied to a burn 

wound [22], the gel, when solidified, would ideally exhibit material properties similar to native 

skin.    

 In cell culture, the interaction of polymers, such as acrylate-based polymers, with 

soluble factors in growth media plays a key role in directing stem/progenitor cell fate [23].  For 

example, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), grown on collagen-coated polyacrylamide gels 

engineered to mimic the elasticity of tissues, upregulate markers indicative of differentiation 

towards cells of those tissues [15].  The elastic modulus of hydrogels has previously been 

experimentally manipulated by varying acrylamide and bis-acrylamide concentrations [14] or the 

percentage of polyethylene glycol (PEG) polymer in solution [24-26]. Appreciating these 

observations, we sought to define the elasticity of various biomaterial-based hydrogels, while 

providing easily reproducible methodology.  These data would provide much-needed 

opportunities for hypothesis testing of the correlation between matrix elasticity and maintenance 

of an undifferentiated state in progenitor cells [27], or the correlation between matrix elasticity 

and differentiation fate [15], with biomaterials that are potentially clinically translational. 

Current experiments seek to define the elasticity of biomaterials that would serve as thick 

coatings for culture vessels, or as components of scaffolds or substrata, or as vehicles for topical 

administration of cell therapies, further allowing experimental control over a bioengineered 

stem/progenitor cell niche.  Importantly, as described below, we investigated elasticity in multiple 

substrates using one experimental method, allowing direct comparisons between the substrates.  

Although previous literature describes elasticity of single classes of hydrogels, such as 

polyelectrolyte multilayer films, biological gels, and polymer gels [28], we are unaware of studies 

which have directly compared multiple classes of hydrogels using atomic force microscopy 

(AFM).  We investigated the elasticity of hydrogels at the micrometer-sized scale - using a 
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micrometer-sized bead attached to the AFM cantilever - since that scale matches the dimensions 

of a typical cell.  Moreover, AFM can determine forces at the nanoNewton level, which, again, is 

the force level relevant to single cells.    

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

 

2.1 Theoretical model.   

The model underlying our data analysis is the Hertz model of a hard (incompressible) 

sphere with radius R, being pushed down with a force, F, on a flat, elastic surface with elastic 

modulus, E (Fig. 6, A and B).  The relationship between the force, F, applied by the sphere on the 

surface, and the indentation of the surface distance, δ, is then given by: 
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𝑣 is the Poisson ratio of the surface and is assumed to be 0.5 [29].   
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Figure 6.  (A, B) Schematic of experimental set-up.  An AFM cantilever with an attached 

spherical probe is pressed into an elastic substrate.  As the substrate is moved up by a distance, z, 

the cantilever bends by a distance, d, and the substrate is indented by a distance, δ.  (C) Top-view 

of an AFM probe using a fluorescence microscope showing the fluorescent melamine bead.  (D) 

Top- and side-view SEM micrographs of an AFM probe (a similar, but not the same actual probe 

as in (C)).  The cantilever is 225 µm long and 43 µm wide; the (fluorescent melamine bead) 

probe is 5.3 µm in diameter.  

 

2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy and optical microscopy. 

 

2.2.1 Instrumentation   

All indentation experiments were carried out with a combined atomic force microscope 

(AFM)/inverted optical microscope [30-32].  Samples were tested within 48 h of gelation. For 

each sample, 30-40 indentation measurements were collected over a period of 2 hours.  All 

measurements were carried out in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).  An individual measurement 
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took 17-22 seconds to complete; i.e. a typical cycle occurred at approximately 0.05 Hz.  The 

AFM (Topometrix Explorer, Veeco Instruments, Woodbury, NY, USA) was situated above the 

sample and fit on a custom-designed stage of the inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 200, 

Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA).  The optical microscope was equipped with a high sensitivity 

CCD camera (EM-CCD C9100, Hamamatsu Photonics KK, Japan) and IP Lab software 

(Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA). The stage was designed so that the sample can be moved in the x- and 

y- directions when the AFM was sitting on the stage. A nanoManipulator (3rd Tech, Chapel Hill, 

NC), was used to control the movement of the AFM probe in the x-, y- and z- directions [30].   

 

2.2.2 AFM probes   

We used tip-less AFM silicon probes (Applied Nano Structures Inc, USA) to which we 

attached 5.3 µm fluorescent melamine beads (Microspheres-Nanospheres, Cold Spring, NY).  

The AFM probes were examined via fluorescence and scanning electron microscopy, clearly 

showing a single sphere attached to the end of the cantilever (Fig.6, C and D).  The SEM image 

was obtained of a used probe; thus, a small amount of ‘dirt’ can be seen on the cantilever.  The 

AFM probes had aluminum backside coating, a length of 225 nm, a width of 34 nm and a 

nominal spring constant of k = 0.1 N/m.  We obtained a more accurate spring constant from the 

frequency and dimensions of the cantilever using the Sader method [33, 34].   

We developed the following protocol to attach a bead to a tip-less cantilever:  An 

appropriate amount of bead solution, in our case 10 : l of the melamine bead solution, is deposited 

on a #1.5 glass microscope slide (VWR International, West Chester, PA).  The slide is put in an 

inverted optical microscope, so that the next steps can be observed with a 40x lens.  Using a 

sharpened toothpick or micropipette with a tip of about 2-3 µm in outer diameter that is attached 

to a three-axis micromanipulator (Sutter MP285, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) a drop of ≤0.1 

ml marine epoxy (Loctite Marine Epoxy, 2 h setting time; Henkel Corp., Rocky Hill, CT, USA) is 

deposited onto the slide.  The micropipette is dragged through the drop to create a thin line of 
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glue on the slide. The micropipette was made with a pipette puller (Sutter Micropipette Puller P-

97, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA ) from borosilicate glass capillaries (outer diameter 1.0 mm 

and inner diameter 0.5 mm; Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA).  To deposit the epoxy we followed 

the procedure to deposit picoliter amounts of liquid as described by Kim et al [35], though no 

syringe applying positive or negative pressure was used here.  The micropipette is then removed 

from the micromanipulator. 

An AFM probe, temporarily attached to a holder in the Sutter MP285 three-axis 

micromanipulator, is then lowered into the epoxy and retracted.  Typically, a small amount of 

epoxy adheres to the AFM cantilever.  The AFM cantilever is then lowered onto an isolated, 

single bead on the slide and retracted.  The bead usually sticks to the epoxy on the cantilever.  

After a 24 hour curing period in ambient conditions, the cantilever is ready for use (Fig. 6).   

Vibrations need to be avoided in this protocol to avoid breaking the cantilever.   

 

2.2.3 AFM measurements 

For each measurement, the loading and unloading curves were obtained with a speed of 

0.1µm/s.  Typical indentation depths were in the 400-1000 nm range, with softer materials 

requiring deeper indentations than stiffer materials in order to decrease noise. All samples were 

submerged in PBS buffer for measurements. We used the loading part of the curve for our data 

analysis (Fig. 7).  The quantities measured by the AFM are the cantilever deflection, d, and the 

movement of the piezo, z.  The applied force, F, can be directly calculated from the cantilever 

deflection via Hooke’s law, F = k·d.  The indentation, δ, cannot be directly measured.  From Fig. 

6, it can be seen that z = d + δ.  Plugging this relationship into equation (1), we get  
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and using Hooke’s law we obtain  
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Equation 3 was then used to fit to the data and to extract the elastic modulus of the 

substrate, E.  The AFM data (F and z) were imported into Origin (Origin, 8.1, OriginLab 

Corporation, Northampton, MA 01060, USA). A typical data curve fitted with equation (3) is 

shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

Figure 7.  Typical force-indentation curves (blue dots) and fits to equation (3) (red line). 

Respectively, Young’s moduli of E = 2.1 kPa and E = 12.8 kPa were obtained for the 0.5% agarose 

in (A) and the control sample silicone elastomer, 4% curing agent, in (B).  

 

2.3 Chambered coverslips  

A volume of 150 µl of each hydrogel per well was pipetted into wells of Grace BioLabs 

CultureWell multiwell chambered coverslips, cat# CWCS-3S-1.0.  Physiological pH was 

confirmed in excess gel. Following gelation of hydrogels, coverslips were placed in humidified 

chambers to prevent dehydration. 
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2.4 Hydrogel Recipes 

 

2.4.1 Agarose 

For 2% gels, 500 mg SeaKem agarose, cat# 50152, was mixed with 25 ml phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS, Hyclone cat# SH30028.02), and microwaved for 90 sec.  Gels were formed 

upon cooling the solution back to room temperature.  To generate less concentrated gels, this 

recipe was diluted accordingly with PBS. 

 

2.4.2 Alginate 

Alginic acid, sodium salt (Sigma, cat # 180947) was dissolved in ultrapure distilled 

water, (Gibco, cat # 10977) at 1.0% w/v and 2.0% w/v in 50 ml conical tubes.  Dissolution was 

facilitated by placing the tubes in a 37°C incubator for approximately 5 minutes and then 

vortexing.  Calcium chloride (Sigma, cat # C1016) was similarly dissolved in dH2O (444 mg into 

40 ml) and then chilled.  Aliquots of alginic acid solution (150 µl) were pipetted into wells of 

chambered coverslips and then 150 µl of the 100 mM CaCl2 was gently pipetted to cover the 

well.  Excess fluid was carefully removed with a Kimwipe.  In pilot experiments using alginic 

acid from another vendor (NovaMatrix, cat # 4200206), solutions and gels of 1.0% and 2.0% 

were similarly prepared.    

 

2.4.3 Collagen I, Collagen III, Collagen IV 

We followed manufacturer protocols for formulations of collagen gels.  The collagens 

tested included collagen I (Becton Dickinson rat tail, cat #354236, pH 7.0, and Sigma bovine, cat 

#C2124), collagen III (Becton Dickinson, cat # 354255, and Sigma, cat # 4407), and collagen IV 

(Sigma, cat # C7521).   
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2.4.4 Fibrinogen/Thrombin (FT) 

Fibrinogen (Sigma, cat #F8630) was dissolved in PBS to form 50 mg/mL and 25 mg/mL 

solutions. These were then mixed 1:1 with thrombin (Sigma, cat # T4648, 50 NIH U/ml) to form 

fibrin gels.  Because gelation occurs quickly, these solutions were mixed with thrombin in the 

wells of the chambered coverslips.  

 

2.4.5 Hyaluronic Acid (HA) 

HA hydrogels (1% and 2%) were prepared using the Glycosan Extracel Hydrogel kit per 

manufacturer instructions.  Briefly, to prepare the 1% gels, Glycosil (thiolated HA) and Gelin-S 

(thiolated gelatin) were dissolved in water to make 1% w/v solutions. Extralink, the PEGDA 

(polyethylene glycol diacrylate) crosslinker, was dissolved in water to make a 2% w/v solution. 

Glycosil, Gelin-S, and Extralink were then mixed in a 2:2:1 ratio by volume. The resulting 

solution was vortexed and allowed to crosslink by a Michael-type addition thiol-acrylate reaction.  

For 2% gels, the components were dissolved at double the concentration above and combined in 

the same ratio.  

 

2.4.6 Kerateine-α 

Gels of 10% and 12% concentration were formed in 50 ml conical tubes by mixing 

kerateine-α into ultrapure distilled H2O (Gibco, cat # 10977) and vortexing.  A brief 

centrifugation was performed to create a pellet.  To provide access to the pellet with a 1 ml 

syringe, the tube was cut.  Samples were stored in syringes, with the tips covered with parafilm, 

for 1 h at 37°C to facilitate gelation.  Samples were then stored at 4°C until use. 

 

2.4.7 Laminin 
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Aliquots of laminin from two sources (human placenta and Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm 

murine sarcoma, Sigma, cat#’s L6274, 0.5 mg/ml, and L2020, 1.0 mg/ml) were quickly thawed to 

induce formation of gels; however, gelation did not occur.    

 

2.4.8 Matrigel 

A standard Matrigel hydrogel (Becton Dickinson, cat # 354234) was prepared following 

manufacturer instructions. To generate softer hydrogels, the manufacturer recipe was diluted 1:5 

with PBS.   

 

2.4.9 PEGDA 

A 300 mg/ml photoinitiator solution was generated by dissolving 207 mg 2,2 dimethoxy-

2-phenylacetophenone (Sigma, cat # 196118) into 690 µl 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (Sigma, cat # 

V3409).  A 20% stock solution of PEGDA was generated by dissolving 50 mg PEGDA 

(Glycosan, cat # GS700) into 250 µl ultrapure H2O (Gibco).  Stock solution was diluted 

accordingly with ultrapure H2O to make 10% and 5% working solutions. Photoinitiator was 

added to PEGDA solutions at 10 µl/ml.  After adding the photoinitiator and PEGDA to wells of 

chambered coverslips, gels were formed by UV crosslinking.  An ultraviolet (UV) light (365 nm, 

180 W/cm2) was placed 2 cm above the samples for 3 minutes.   

 

2.4.10 Silicone Elastomer 

Although use with cells is unlikely, silicone elastomer (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) 

provides a tunable medium ideal both for pilot hypothesis testing and calibration.  We generated 

three formulations with varying amounts of curing agent to manipulate crosslinking.  Using a 10 

ml syringe, 8 g of base was weighed into a weigh boat on an analytical balance.  Using a transfer 

pipette, 0.7 g of curing agent was added dropwise.  This formulation utilizes ~8% curing agent.  

The contents were mixed with a metal spatula for 90 seconds, and were then transferred to a 
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vacuum nutator for 15 minutes.  The elastomer was aspirated with a 20G blunt-tip needle and 1 

ml syringe, taking care to avoid bubbles.  The elastomer was then introduced into wells of 

chambered coverslips, which were incubated at 37°C overnight, then at 60°C for 1 hour, and then 

stored covered at room temperature until testing.  Formulations of ~6% and ~4% curing agent 

were prepared similarly.  

 

 

3. Results 

The elastic moduli, E, of the various hydrogel substrates are summarized in Table I and 

graphed in Fig. 8.  To calibrate our AFM measurements, we used SeaKem agarose gels since they 

are easy and inexpensive to make and values for their elastic moduli under various conditions are 

available in the literature.  We obtained values of 0.7 ± 0.1 kPa (0.2% agarose), 2.4 ± 0.8 kPa 

(0.5% agarose), 3.6 ± 0.7 kPa (1.0% agarose), 5.6 ± 0.9 kPa (1.5% agarose) and 10.6 ± 1.7 kPa 

(2.0% agarose).  We also utilized silicone elastomer to confirm a dose-response relationship 

between amount of curing agent and E, but were unable to find relevant literature with which to 

compare our results. 

Our agarose values compare well with most literature values validating our calibration 

standard and the values we obtained for other materials.  For example, using an AFM probe with 

a 5 m sphere and a loading frequency of 1 Hz, Park et al obtained a value of 9.3 kPa for the 

microscopic elastic modulus for 2% agarose in PBS [36].  Their experimental set-up is essentially 

identical to ours.  These researchers also determined the macroscopic elastic modulus of a 2% 

agarose gel using a Kimco force actuator and obtained a value of 8.3 kPa.  Stolz et al. [37] and 

Buckley et al. [38] obtained a value of 14 kPa (equilibrium macroscopic elastic modulus in 

compression) for 2.0% agarose gels using macroscopic Zwick indenters.  Thus, the values 

obtained for the microscopic and macroscopic elastic modulus appear to be in good agreement 
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with each other and with our measurements.  A further discussion on agarose calibration 

standards and measurements on the microscopic and macroscopic scale is given in section 4.   

 

3.1 Alginate 

An alginate recipe of 0.5% produced a hydrogel with an elasticity, E, of 3.6 ± 0.5 kPa, 

approximately half that of a 1.0% recipe (6.0 ± 0.9 kPa).  During pilot testing, we found that this 

relationship held true even when alginate from another vendor (NovaMatrix) was tested.  

However, at a given concentration, the absolute values of E varied, depending on the commercial 

source: NovaMatrix alginate produced softer gels than Sigma alginate.     

 

3.2 Collagen I, Collagen III, Collagen IV 

Data collection from pure collagen hydrogels was confounded by two key issues.  First, 

gelation was generally inconsistent.  This problem was also noted with purified laminin.  Second, 

in the cases when gelation did occur (at 3mg/ml, 2mg/ml, and 1mg/ml with BD rat-tail collagen I, 

but not Sigma bovine collagen I), the spherical AFM probe adhered to the gel, making data 

collection unreliable.  Future experiments will address both of these issues.  

 

3.3 Fibrinogen/Thrombin 

This combination of materials was chosen because it represents an ideal combination of 

composition and viscosity for bioprinting [39-42] applications, used to augment skin 

regeneration.  As with most other formulations tested, doubling the concentration roughly 

doubled the stiffness. The 25 mg/ml and 50 mg/ml gels had E of 0.5 ± 0.1 and 1.0 ± 0.3 kPa, 

respectively. 

 

 

3.4 Hyaluronic Acid (HA) 
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HA is a ubiquitous biological polymer that contributes structurally to the extracellular 

matrix.  Preparations of 1% and 2% HA yielded gels with E of 1.5 ± 0.3 and 2.7 ± 0.8 kPa, 

respectively.  These material properties complement previously described biological properties 

[43, 44] relevant to tissue and organ engineering.  

 

3.5 Kerateine-α 

Kerateine-α is a protein isolated from human hair using reductive chemistries.  Increased 

E was observed with increasing concentrations of kerateine-α. The mean E of the 10% 

preparation was 0.3 ± 0.1 kPa, while the 12% preparation was 0.5 ± 0.2 kPa.  

 

3.6 Matrigel 

Matrigel is widely used as a coating material for tissue culture applications.  Both 

dilution with PBS, and standard preparation, generated extremely soft hydrogels, confounding 

reliable measurements, even with AFM.  However, we estimate that E for Matrigel is less than 

0.2 kPa. Because of safety concerns regarding its use in translational studies, future experiments 

may delineate the material properties of Matrigel from its biologic properties. 

 

 

3.7 PEGDA 

PEGDA is a tunable, biocompatible material into which biologically relevant agents, 

such as small peptide sequences, are easily incorporated (Zhu et al., 2009).  Previous research has 

characterized PEGDA hydrogel material properties over a wide, physiologically relevant range 

(Liao et al., 2008; Patel et al., 2005).  Consistent with this, we report that 5% PEGDA gels have 

mean elasticity E of 0.5 ± 0.2 kPa, while mean E for 10% PEGDA gels is 1.1 ± 0.2 kPa and for 

20% gels is 1.9 ± 0.6 kPa. 
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Material Concentration 

Mean Elasticity E 

(kPa) Std Dev Company  Catalog # 

Agarose 0.2% 0.7 0.1 SeaKem 50152 

Agarose 0.5% 2.4 0.8 SeaKem 50152 

Agarose 1.0% 3.6 0.7 SeaKem 50152 

Agarose 1.5% 5.6 0.9 SeaKem 50152 

Agarose 2.0% 10.6 1.7 SeaKem 50152 

 

Alginate 1.0% 3.6 0.5 Sigma 180947 

Alginate 2.0% 6.0 0.9 Sigma 180947 

         FT 25 mg/ml 0.5 0.1 Sigma 

 

F8630/T4648 

         FT 50 mg/ml 1.0 0.3 Sigma F8630/T4648 

Hyaluronic 

Acid 1.0% 1.5 0.3 Glycosan GS208 

Hyaluronic 

Acid 2.0% 2.7 0.8 Glycosan GS208 

Kerateine 10.0% 0.3 0.1 KeraNetics FA0008 

Kerateine 12.0% 0.5 0.2 KeraNetics FA0008 
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Matrigel Diluted 1:5 (PBS) <0.2 (ODL) ODL BD 354234 

Matrigel Standard <0.2 (ODL) ODL BD 354234 

PEGDA 5% 0.5 0.2 Sigma/Glycosan 

196118/V3409

/GS700 

PEGDA 10% 1.1 0.2 Sigma/Glycosan 

196118/V3409

/GS700 

PEGDA 20% 1.9 0.6 Sigma/Glycosan 

196118/V3409

/GS700 

Silicone 

elastomer 4% curing agent 13.1 0.4 Dow Corning Sylgard 184 

Silicone 

elastomer 6% curing agent 15.2 0.5 Dow Corning Sylgard 184 

Silicone 

elastomer 8% curing agent 16.8 0.9 Dow Corning Sylgard 184 

      

 

Table I. Elastic modulus E of hydrogels composed of various biomaterials, determined using 

atomic force microscopy.  Abbreviations: kPa, kiloPascals; FT, fibrinogen, thrombin (Sigma); 

ODL, outside detection limits; PEGDA, polyethylene glycol diacrylate.   
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Figure 8.  Elastic modulus E of various hydrogel biomaterials and calibration standards 

(agarose and silicone elastomer). 

 

4. Discussion 

 

4.1 Micro-elasticity of tissues to guide hydrogel engineering 

 

Tissues have distinct elasticities [14, 16, 18, 48-50]. For some, but not all, of the 

biomaterials we studied, descriptions and lists of biomimetic substrate elasticities are available 

[28, 51]. However, even when available, these descriptions often do not provide sufficient detail 

for reproducible formulation of tunable hydrogels.  Furthermore, these descriptions were 

generated using a variety of methodologies.  Matrix elasticity-mediated outside-in signaling 

provides critical cues to cells for maintenance of undifferentiated states [24], and induction of 

differentiated states [14, 52].  Thus in formulating our hydrogels, we varied concentrations of 
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biomaterials hoping to capture a range of elasticities present in soft tissues and progenitor cell 

niches.   

Our results support several intuitive conclusions.  First, we showed that experimentally 

increasing concentration of biomaterials in a given hydrogel recipe tends to increase the elasticity 

E of the hydrogel.  Second, although we focused on providing data describing the mean E of 

various hydrogel recipes, we noted that variability around the mean also tends to increase as E 

increases. In a companion experiment, we compared equivalent concentrations of several 

hydrogels (alginate, the collagens, laminin) from different sources.  Our pilot alginate data 

indicated that 1.0% alginate from Sigma is approximately one-half as stiff as 2.0% alginate from 

Sigma, and that this relationship stands for 1.0% and 2.0% alginate from NovaMatrix as well.  

However, the different vendors’ alginates’ values for E were not comparable.  This is likely 

explained by differences in chemical composition.  Of note, the mannuronic acid to guluronic 

acid (M/G) ratio of the Sigma alginate is 1.56, while in NovaMatrix alginate, a minimum 50% of 

the monomer units are mannuronate, so the ratio approaches 1.  Third, not all biomaterials are 

capable of gelation.  For collagens III, IV, and laminin, low MW is one likely reason.  Thus, these 

molecules are more often used as coatings or conjugated functional groups within other matrices 

of their own structural integrity.    

This study presents results that are descriptive, and hypothesis testing will be a focus of 

future studies.  It has been previously shown that varying elasticity affects stem cell fate [15]; a 

hypothesis to be tested is that lineage selection is better controlled using biomaterials that have 

both a desired composition and a desired elasticity versus a desired elasticity alone.  For example, 

differentiation of urine-derived stem cells into urological tissues [53] may be enhanced on 

substrates with an optimal combination of chemical and material properties.   Additionally, the 

ability to control and/or predict elasticity of hydrogels will permit mechanistic studies to elucidate 

the relative contribution of the components of the stem/progenitor cell niche towards 

determination of cellular fate.  Can oxygen tension better predict the fate of a defined cellular 
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population, or is the media formulation, matrix composition, or matrix elasticity more important?  

We echo recent publications [25, 54], that foresee enhanced understanding of the stem cell 

niche’s extracellular matrix, and cellularly responsive hydrogels, which will have far-reaching 

implications for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. 

 

 

4.2 Microscopic and macroscopic methods for measurement of elastic modulus 

 

One motivation for our study was the need for a table listing the elastic moduli of 

different, tissue engineering-relevant materials that were determined in a standardized fashion 

with the same experimental set-up, in the same lab.  Such a table allows a conclusive, relative 

comparison of the different materials without having to adjust for differences in experimental and 

analysis methods.  We selected an AFM-based method since it can measure forces in the 

nanoNewton range; a range that matches the forces exerted by cells on their substrates.  We 

selected a micrometer-

micrometer scale.  We opted against a sharp tip (~ 20 nm radius), since sharp tips can penetrate 

the pores of the gel without indenting it. Thus, AFM measurements with a spherical, micrometer-

sized tip seem to be most appropriate to determine mechanical properties of hydrogels onto/into 

which cells are seeded [51].   

Both macroscopic and microscopic methods require a calibration standard.  We chose 

agarose as our standard for multiple reasons.  Agarose gels are widely used and can be easily 

prepared; literature values exit for the macroscopic and microscopic moduli of agarose gels at 

different concentrations; and the moduli of agarose gels and many of the examined hydrogels are 

of the same order of magnitude.  We determined a value of 10.6 ± 1.7 kPa for 2.0% agarose in 

PBS using a Hertz analysis model. Within error, our value agrees with the microscopic value of 

9.3 kPa [36] and 8 kPa (2%) [55] determined with an identical AFM method for 2% agarose gels.  
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Extrapolated to a higher agarose concentration, our value is in reasonable agreement with the 17.5 

kPa (3% agarose) [56] and 36 kPa (2.5% agarose) [37] values that were also obtained with an 

identical AFM method and a spherical tip.  One group has determined a higher value of 52 kPa 

[57].  This higher value may have 

been obtained because the measurements were carried out on a relatively thin slice of agarose gel 

(0.9 µm) and the hard substrate underneath the gel might have influenced the measurement.   

For agarose, the microscopic modulus, as determined by AFM, is also similar to the 

macroscopic modulus, as determined by macroscopic indenters (millimeter, centimeter scale).  

Values of 8.3 kPa [36] and 14 kPa [37, 38, 58] were determined for 2.0% agarose gels.  Other 

researchers obtained larger values ranging from around 30 kPa to nearly 100 kPa [59-62].  These 

variations are likely due to differences in the geometry of the measurement (confined, 

unconfined, membrane), the type of testing machine, and the analysis model and equations used.  

The 1% w/v hyaluronic acid hydrogels yielded a mean elastic modulus of 1.5 ± 0.3 kPa.  In 

comparison, when the elastic modulus is measured by rheology, similar hydrogels yielded elastic 

moduli in the range of 0.05 kPa to 1.5 kPa, depending on the crosslinking modality [44, 63-65].    

 

In summary, our method appears to be well calibrated as judged by the good agreement 

between our agarose values and the microscopic and macroscopic values available in the 

literature.  Thus, the moduli for different materials reported here can be conclusively compared 

with each other.  However, when comparing different materials it is advisable to only compare 

values that were obtained using the same analysis method and equations, since even for the 

agarose calibration system the modulus can vary by about an order of magnitude depending on 

the experimental details and analysis method.   

 

 

4.3 Advantages of ECM biomaterials 
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There are several advantages to the use of ECM hydrogels that are composed of, for 

example, hyaluronic acid-derived biomaterials [21].  HA is polysaccharide-based, and lack of 

protein in HA hydrogels may explain why observed immune responses are negligible [51].  

Alginate is also polysaccharide-based.  Properties such as purity and lack of xenobiotics offer 

advantages in both the clinic and the marketplace.  Similarly, keratin-based biomaterials are 

biocompatible and are commercially available for laboratory and clinical applications.  While 

many of the materials tested here have undergone testing for regulatory approval, others such as 

Matrigel are unlikely to move to the clinic despite widespread use in the laboratory.  Systematic 

studies of the ECM of the stem cell niche are expected to advance natural biomaterials towards 

translation [5]. 

 

 

4.4 Limitations of ECM biomaterials and contribution of the present study 

 

Simply increasing or decreasing the concentrations of acrylamide monomer or bis-

acrylamide crosslinker explains the ease of manipulation of stiffness of polyacrylamide (PA) gels 

[51].  Numerous in vitro studies have exploited the polymer physics of PA gels to enhance our 

understanding of cell-ECM interactions.  However, synthetic polymers such as PA may not be 

optimal for in vivo use [51].  Another limitation of certain biomaterials for tissue engineering 

applications is their “softness”: use of biomaterials with a relatively low E (such as we noted with 

Matrigel) might limit the size of the structure that may be created.  Therefore, the present study 

sought to characterize several biomaterials that fulfill criteria for both elastic tunability and 

biocompatibility. This study investigated the elastic modulus E of multiple substrates on cellular-

size scales with one experimental method, AFM, allowing legitimate comparisons to be made 

between them.    
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5. Conclusions 

 

Normative physiologic data, and recent stem cell literature, provides a rational 

framework for oxygen tension settings [8, 9], ECM composition [11, 13, 66], and media 

composition [10].  By combining our AFM data with this framework, we hope to bioengineer a 

stem cell niche.  We anticipate establishment of controllable, reproducible, and scalable in vitro 

methods that preserve growth rates, genetic stability, and pluripotency of adult stem/progenitor 

cells during expansion [17].  Additionally, controlling the composition and elasticity of cellular 

substrates may enable directed differentiation.  This may carry important implications in the 

fields of developmental biology [67], tissue engineering, and regenerative medicine.   
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ABSTRACT 

As the second most prevalent hematologic malignancy, multiple myeloma (MM) remains 

incurable and relapses due to intrinsic or acquired drug resistance. Therefore, new therapeutic 

strategies that target molecular mechanisms responsible for drug resistance are attractive. 

Interactions of tumor cells with their surrounding microenvironment impact tumor initiation, 

progression and metastasis, as well as patient prognosis. This cross-talk is bidirectional. Tumor 

cells can also attract or activate tumor-associated stromal cells by releasing cytokines to facilitate 

their growth, invasion and metastasis. The effect of myeloma cells on bone marrow stromal cells 

(BMSCs) has not been well studied. In our study, we found that higher stiffness of BMSCs was not 

a unique characteristic of BMSCs from MM patients (M-BMSCs). BMSCs from MGUS 

(Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance) patients were also stiffer than the BMSCs 

from healthy volunteers (N-BMSCs). The stiffness of M-BMSCs was enhanced when cocultured 

with myeloma cells. In contrast, no changes were seen in myeloma cell-primed MGUS- and N-

BMSCs. interestingly, our data indicated that CD138- myeloma cells, but not CD138+ cells, 

regulated M-BMSC stiffness. SDF-1 was highly expressed in the CD138- myeloma subpopulation 

compared with that in CD138+ cells. Inhibition of SDF-1 using AMD3100 or knocking-down 

CXCR4 in M-BMSCs blocked CD138- myeloma cells-induced increase in M-BMSC stiffness, 

suggesting a crucial role of SDF-1/CXCR4. AKT inhibition attenuated SDF-1-induced increases 

in M-BMSC stiffness. These findings demonstrate, for the first time, CD138- myeloma cell-directed 

cross-talk with BMSCs and reveal that CD138- myeloma cells regulate M-BMSC stiffness through 

SDF-1/CXCR4/AKT signaling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant neoplasm of plasma cells that accumulate in bone 

marrow. It accounts for 10% of all malignant hematological diseases [1]. According to National 

Cancer Institute cancer statistics, 24,050 new cancer cases of MM will be diagnosed in the United 

States in 2014, and an estimated 11,090 deaths will occur [2]. In almost all of cases, MM is preceded 

by a premalignant disease called monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) 

[3, 4]. MGUS affects 2% of the population above the age of 50 and progresses to overt MM at a 

rate of 1% per year [5]. Although discovery of novel therapeutics by targeting important disease-

driving pathways has led to significant improvement in MM response and survival of patients, MM 

remains incurable due to relapse and drug resistance [6, 7]. Therefore, understanding the 

mechanisms associated with MM pathogenesis is necessary for the development of novel targeting 

agents.  

 

Growing evidence supports the hypothesis that cross-talk between myeloma cells and the 

bone marrow microenvironment plays an important role in myeloma cell growth and drug 

resistance [8]. The bone marrow niche includes cellular and noncellular compartments. The cellular 

compartments are composed of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, immune cells, 

erythrocytes, bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs), endothelial cells, osteoclasts and osteoblasts. 

The non-cellular compartments consist of various extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, such as 

fibronectin, collagen, laminin and osteopontin, and the liquid milieu including cytokines, growth 

factors and chemokines. Interaction of myeloma cells with bone marrow microenvironments is 

crucial for MM pathogenesis. Myeloma cells adhere to BMSC or ECM not only for bone marrow 

homing, but also for activation of pleiotropic proliferative and anti-apoptotic cascades [9]. 

Adhesion of myeloma cells to BMSCs triggers NF-κB activation,  initiates Notch signaling, and 

induces secretion of interleukin-6, vascular endothelial growth factor, insulin-like growth factor, 

and other factors [6, 10, 11], which have been associated with chemo-resistance of MM [12-14]. 
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Our understanding of the contribution of the bone marrow microenvironment on cancer progression 

is still limited, that’s why elucidating the role of the microenvironment is a major step in improving 

treatment of MM.  

 

Cancer initiating cells are capable of continuous self-renewal, differentiation into mature 

cancer cells, and are predicted to be involved in drug resistance. CD138- myeloma cells have been 

considered as myeloma initiating cells. Matsui et al. first described CD138 negative (CD138-) 

population with greater clonogenic potential than CD138 positive (CD138+) myeloma cells [15, 

16]. CD138- clonotypic B cells are also found in the peripheral blood and bone marrow of patients 

with MM [16, 17] and are associated with poor survival of MM patients [18]. Indeed, successful 

engraftment of CD138- subpopulation from MM patients, but not CD138+, in NOD/SCID mice 

suggested that CD138- myeloma cells were the principal myeloma initiating cells [19]. CD138- 

myeloma cells express higher levels of aldehyde dehydrogenase [15, 20] and are resistant to anti-

MM drugs, such as lenalidomide [15, 21].  

 

Microenvironment stiffness plays a crucial role in cancer development and progression. In 

vitro studies indicate that the mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix have a great impact 

on cancer growth and differentiation [22-24]. The mechanical integrity of cells is regulated by a 

dynamic network of structural, cross-linking, and signaling molecules. A previous study reported 

that BMSCs collected from MM patients were stiffer than healthy BMSCs [25]. The interaction 

between BMSCs and myeloma stem cells has not been well studied. Feng et al. found that myeloma 

BMSCs stimulated growth and survival of myeloma initiating cells in vitro and in vivo, which was 

partially mediated via the SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling pathway  [26]. Tumors have the ability to shape 

microenvironment by secreting growth factors, cytokines and chemokines to meet their needs for 

development. In this study, we determined the effect of myeloma cells on the stiffness of BMSCs 

and explored the molecular mechanisms underlying these mechanical changes. We found that 
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BMSCs from MM (M-BMSC) and MGUS (MGUS-BMSC) patients were stiffer than normal 

BMSCs (N-BMSCs). The stiffness of M-BMSCs was enhanced when cocultured with myeloma 

cells. However, no changes were seen in the stiffness of myeloma cell-primed MGUS- and N-

BMSCs. CD138- myeloma cells, but not CD138+ cells, mediated the stiffness of M-BMSCs. SDF-

1 was highly expressed in CD138- myeloma cells compared with that in CD138+ cells. Inhibition 

of SDF-1 by a pharmacological inhibitor AMD3100 or knocking-down CXCR4 using siRNA 

abolished CD138- myeloma cells-induced increase in M-BMSC stiffness, suggesting a key role of 

SDF-1. Effects of SDF-1 on M-BMSC stiffness appear to be mediated by AKT.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Isolation and expansion of BMSCs 

Primary human BMSCs were derived from identified human whole bone marrow aspirates. 

Usage of these samples has been approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Methodist 

Hospital Research Institute (TMHRI) and Wake Forest University Health Science (WFUHS). 

BMSCs isolation was conducted as previously described [26]. Bone marrow mononuclear cells 

were obtained by Ficoll density gradient (1.077 g/mL; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and then plated into 

35 cm2 tissue culture flasks at a concentration of 106 cells/mL in Mesencult basal medium 

supplemented with MSC stimulatory supplements (Invitrogen, Vancouver, BC). After 24h 

incubation at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere, non-adherent cells were removed, and the 

adherent fraction was cultured with fresh medium. When reaching 60% confluence, cells were 

trypsinized (0.25% trypsin/EDTA, Gibco, Vancouver, BC) and replated into a 100 cm2 tissue 

culture dish. The cells at fourth passages were cryopreserved in a liquid nitrogen tank and stored 

for subsequent experiments. The human marrow stromal cell lines HS5, derived from the marrow 

of a healthy volunteer were obtained from ATCC. 

 

2.2. Atomic force microscope (AFM) assay 
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All cell stiffness measurements were performed using a combined atomic force microscope 

(AFM)/inverted optical microscope [27-29] at room temperature. The AFM (Topometrix Explorer, 

Veeco Instruments, Woodbury, NY) was situated above the sample and fit on a custom-designed 

stage of the inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 200, Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA).  The optical 

microscope was equipped with a high sensitivity emCCD camera (EM-CCD C9100-02, 

Hamamatsu Photonics KK, Japan) and IPLab imaging software (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA). The 

stage was designed so that the samples could be moved in the x- and y-directions independently 

when the AFM was sitting on the stage. We used tip-less AFM silicon probes (Applied Nano 

Structures Inc., USA) to which we attached 5.3 μm fluorescent melamine beads (Microspheres-

Nanospheres, Cold Spring, NY).  The AFM probes had nominal spring constants of k = 0.1 – 0.6 

N/m, length L = 225 μm, and width, w = 43 μm.  A more accurate spring constant was determined 

from the dimensions and the resonance frequency of the AFM probe, and our probes were calibrated 

against known gel standards, as described in more detail in [30]. The approaching and retraction 

speeds were 1 μm/s, with an indentation depth of 1.5 μm.  Thus, the frequency was (1 μm/s)/ (2 x 

1.5 μm) = 0.33 Hz.  This frequency is a good, commonly used compromise between two opposing 

requirements for cell measurements.  On one hand it is slow enough to minimize viscous 

components, on the other hand is it fast enough to provide stable measurements on cells.  

Importantly, it is also slower than the typical speed with which cells move or change.   

 For each sample, 30-60 indentation measurements were collected over a period of 2 h. The 

number of cells for our measurement series is sufficiently large according to the standards of the 

AFM community [31].  All measurements were carried out in Mesencult basal medium. Data 

processing was done as described in previously published work [30]. 

 

2.3. CD138- myeloma cells isolation  

NCI H929 human myeloma cells were obtained from ATCC and CD138-/CD138+ 

subpopulation was separated by a MACS separator, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
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CD138 microbeads, MACS Columns and MACS Separators were purchased from Miltenyi Biotec 

(Auburn, California). NCI H929 cells were suspended in 80 μl 0.5% MACS buffer and incubated 

with 20 μl of CD138 microbeads for 15 min at 4ºC. Place an MS column into the separator magnet.  

After wash, the cells were then resuspended in 500 μl MACS buffer and loaded onto MS MACS 

column. The magnetic labeled CD138+ cells were bound to the column. The effluent containing 

non-labeled CD138- cells were collected in a 1.5 ml tube. The magnetic labeled CD138+ cells were 

then released from magnetic field using 1 ml wash buffer.  

 

2.4. Western blotting 

Cells were lysed using RIPA buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitor 

cocktail (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) and stored in aliquots at −20°C until use. 

Twenty micrograms of cell lysates were mixed with an equal volume of Laemmli sample buffer, 

denatured by boiling, and separated by SDS-PAGE. The separated proteins were then transferred 

to a nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad). The membranes were blocked using 5% non-fat dry milk 

for 1 h at room temperature and probed with anti-phospho-Akt (Ser473) rabbit mAb (Cell signaling, 

Beverly, MA), anti-phospho-RhoA (Ser188) rabbit mAb (Cell signaling), anti-phospho-Myosin 

light chain (Ser19) rabbit mAb (Cell signaling), anti-phospho-FAK (Tyr925) rabbit mAb (Cell 

signaling), anti-Akt rabbit mAb (Cell signaling), and anti-phospho-CXCR4 (Ser339) rabbit mAb 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). After washing three times in TBST, the blots were incubated with 

IgG horseradish peroxidase conjugated anti–rabbit antibody (Cell signaling, Beverly, MA) at a final 

concentration of 1:5000 for 2 h at room temperature. Immunoblots were developed using the 

enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) reagent (Cell signaling, Beverly, MA) and visualized using 

FluroChemQ processor (Proteinsimple, Santa Clara, CA). 

 

2.5. RNA extraction and Real-time quantitative PCR 
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Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Micro kit (Qiagen, Santa Clarita, CA) according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using superscript III first-

strand synthesis system (Invitrogen) according to the recommendations of the manufacturer. 

Briefly, 1 μg of total RNA, 0.5 μg of oligo dT and nuclear-free water were heated at 65°C for 10 

min and then chilled on ice for 5 min. Forty units of RNase inhibitor (Promega, Madison, WI), 3 

μl of 100 mM DTT (GIBCO), 1 μl of 10 mg/ml bovine serum, 6 μl of 5× first-strand synthesis 

buffer, 2 μl of nuclear-free water, and 200 U superscript III reverse transcriptase were then added 

together and mixed well. The mixture was incubated at 50°C for 50 min and at 85°C for 10 min. 

Then the mixture was chilled on ice and incubated with RNase H at 37°C for 20 min. Synthesized 

cDNA could be stored at -20°C until use.  

Quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) reactions were carried out on the 7500 Fast Real-time 

PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).  SDF-1 and β-actin SYBR based primers were 

obtained from RealTimePrimers (Elkins Park, PA). Briefly, 20 µl of reaction mixture were mixed 

with 10μl Power SYBR green PCR master mix (Invitrogen), 80 ng of cDNA, 300 nM of upstream 

and downstream primers and nuclear-free water. PCR reaction were conducted with one cycle at 

95°C for 10 min, 40 cycles at 95°C for 15s, 40°C for 30s and 60°C for 1min, followed by 

dissociation curve analysis distinguishing PCR products.  The average ΔΔCT and standard 

deviation were determined from three independent experiments.  
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Fig 9. Detect stiffness of BMSCs from MM, MGUS patients and normal volunteers using AFM 

(atomic force microscopy). A: schematic diagram showing detection of stiffness in a single cell 

using AFM. B: A representative fluorescence microscopy image (40 × objective lens) showing an 

AFM cantilever (width 43 μm) with a fluorescent bead (5.3 μm diameter) approaching a cell. C: 

The stiffness of BMSCs collected from MM, MGUS and healthy volunteers was determined by 

AFM and expressed as Young's moduli. Data was collected from 60 cells of M-BMSCs, 43 MGUS-

BMSCs and 47 N-BMSCs. D: BMSCs were co-cultured with NCI H929 myeloma cells for 24 h. 

The stiffness of BMSCs was measured after removing NCI H929 cells. Data was calculated from 

52 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 MGUS-BMSCs and 57 N-BMSCs. All experiments were repeated 3 

times. Mean ± SE; **p < 0.01. 
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2.6. Coculture of BMSCs and myeloma cells 

BMSCs at passage 3-6 were cultured in 35mm dishes. When BMSCs reached 40%–60% 

confluence, NCI H929 cells were then added into the same culture dish and incubated for 24 h. 

After washing several times with PBS to remove NCI H929 cells, BMSCs were ready for AFM 

analysis.  

  

2.7. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was carried out using a Student’s t-test to discern differences of the data 

when appropriate. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.  
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Myeloma cells modulate biomechanical properties of M-BMSCs 

AFM is a reliable way to measure stiffness of living cells. One of its unique advantages is 

that it records micro-scale stiffness on individual cells, layers of cells or even on pieces of tissue 

[32]. A brief description of the AFM procedures is summarized in Figure 9. Cells were indented 

1000 nm with a spherical AFM probe. Cell stiffness (Young’s modulus) was determined by fitting 

a Hertz model of a hard sphere indenting a soft, elastic surface to the data [30]. 30-60 single cells 

were detected for each condition. As shown in Figure 9C, the mean stiffness of N-BMSCs, MGUS-

BMSCs and M-BMSCs was 670 ± 20 Pa, 1360 ± 100 Pa and 1550 ± 100 Pa, respectively. The 

values quoted here were mean Young’s moduli +/- SEM. Our data indicated that MGUS and M-

BMSCs are stiffer than N-BMSCs.  No significant difference was observed between M-BMSCs 

and MGUS-BMSCs. Since myeloma cells always attached to BMSCs, we tested the stiffness of 

BMSCs after co-culturing them with NIH 9292 myeloma cells for 24h. There was no change in the 

stiffness of N-BMSCs (770 ± 40 Pa). The stiffness of M-BMSCs was significantly increased (2140 

± 180 Pa). There was a slight decrease in the stiffness of MGUS-BMSCs (960 ± 110 Pa); however 

this was not statistically significant (Figure 9D). Our results indicated that myeloma cells were able 

to modify the biomechanical properties of M-BMSCs. 

 

3.2. CD138-  myeloma cells, but not CD138+ cells, regulated M-BMSC stiffness  

The cancer stem cell hypothesis postulates that only a small sub-population of cells can 

initiate a tumor or cause a tumor relapse [33]. CD138- myeloma cells have been considered as 

myeloma initiating cells [15, 34].  Since we found the myeloma cells induced biomechanical 

changes in M-BMSCs, the effect of CD138- myeloma cells on the biomechanical architecture of 

M-BMSCs is unknown. To test the effect of myeloma initiating cells on M-BMSC stiffness, we 

separated NCI H929 MM cells into CD138- and CD138+ subpopulations. The stiffness of M-
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BMSCs was detected after coculturing with CD138+ or CD138- cells. A significant increase in the 

stiffness (57.6%) of M-BMSCs was noted when co-cultured with CD138- cells compared with that 

determined in the non-cocultured M-BMSCs. No change in the stiffness of M-BMSCs was 

observed after co-culturing with CD138+ cells (1290 ± 9 Pa) as shown in Figure 10A. Our data 

suggested that CD138- cells played a key role in myeloma cells-mediated biomechanical changes 

of M-BMSCs.  

 

 

Fig 10. CD138− myeloma cells, but not CD138+ cells, regulated the stiffness of M-BMSCs. (A) 

CD138− and CD138+ subpopulation of NCI H929 cells was isolated using MACS beads and co-
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cultured with M-BMSCs for 24 h, respectively. The stiffness of M-BMSCs was detected using 

AFM after removing CD138− or CD138+ subpopulation of NCI H929 myeloma cells. Data was 

calculated from 33 cells of CD138+ cells primed M-BMSCs, 30 CD138− cells primed M-BMSCs. 

(B) Total RNA was isolated from CD138− and CD138+cells and mRNA level of SDF-1 determined 

using qPCR. β-Actin was used as a loading control. All experiments were repeated 3 times. 

Mean ± SE, **p < 0.01. 

 

3.3. SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling was essential for the CD138- myeloma cells-enhanced 

stiffness of M-BMSCs 

Earlier studies have shown that SDF-1 and its receptor CXCR4 are critical regulators of 

the interaction between MM cells and BMSCs [35]. To investigate if SDF-1/CXCR4 regulated the 

interaction between CD138- cells and BMSCs, we first compared the expression of SDF-1 in   

CD138+ and CD138- myeloma subpopulations. SDF-1 mRNA levels were determined using qPCR. 

As shown in Figure 10B, SDF-1 was highly expressed in CD138- myeloma cells compared to that 

in the CD138+ cell subpopulation. To determine the direct effect of SDF-1 on BMSC stiffness, N-

BMSCs, MGUS-BMSCs and M-BMSCs were treated with 100 ng/ml recombined SDF-1 for 2 h 

and then their moduli were measured using AFM. Treating M-BMSCs with SDF-1 led to a ~50% 

increase (from 1550 ± 70 Pa to 2050 ± 90 Pa) in the stiffness of cells. In contrast, the stiffness of 

N-BMSCs and MGUS-BMSCs remained unchanged (Figure 11A). AMD3100 is a specific CXCR4 

antagonist. Western blot analysis showed that treating M-BMSCs with 250 µg/mL of AMD3100 

inhibited CXCR4 phosphorylation (Figure 11B). To determine if inhibition of CXCR4 affected 

SDF-1-elevated stiffness of M-BMSCs, M-BMSCs were incubated with AMD 3100 for 22 h and 

then treated with 100 ng/ml of SDF-1 for 2 h. Pretreatment with AMD3100 blocked the SDF-1-

induced increase in the stiffness of M-BMSCs (Figure 11C). To further confirm the role of SDF-

1/CXCR-4 in BMSC stiffness, we knocked down CXCR4 expression in M-BMSCs using siRNA. 
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Transient transfection of CXCR4 siRNA led to a >75% reduction in CXCR4 mRNA level (Figure 

11D). AFM analysis showed that knocking-down CXCR4 abolished SDF-1-induced increase in the 

stiffness of M-BMSCs (Figure 11E).  To determine the role of SDF1/CXCR4 signaling in CD138- 

myeloma cells-mediated stiffness of M-BMSCs, M-BMSCs were treated with AMD3100 or 

transfected with CXCR4 siRNA. Inhibition of SDF-1 by AMD3100 or CXCR4 siRNA blocked 

CD138- myeloma-induced increase in M-BMSC stiffness (Figure 11F & 11G), suggesting that 

CD138- myeloma cells-enhanced stiffness of M-BMSCs was mediated through SDF-1/CXCR4 

signaling. 
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Fig 11. CD138− myeloma cell-enhanced stiffness of M-BMSCs was regulated by SDF/CXCR4 

signaling. A: Stiffness in M-BMSCs, MGUS-BMSCs and N-BMSCs after incubation for 2 h w/wo 
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100 ng/ml SDF-1. Data was calculated from 35 cells of M-BMSCs, 43 MGUS-BMSCs and 61 N-

BMSCs. B: Representative Western blots showing the protein level of p-CXCR4 in AMD3100-

treated and untreated M-BMSCs. C: Stiffness in M-BMSCs treated with 250 μg/ml AMD3100 

and/or 100 ng/ml of SDF-1. Data was calculated from 35 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 SDF-1 treated M-

BMSCs, 35 AMD3100 treated M-BMSCs, and 30 AMD3100 and SDF-1 treated M-BMSCs. D: 

Western blots and qPCR showing the protein level (upper panel) and gene expression (lower panel) 

of CXCR4 in M-BMSCs transiently transfected with CXCR4 or non-targeted scrambled RNAi. E: 

Stiffness in M-BMSCs that were transiently transfected with CXCR4 or scrambled RNAi and then 

treated with SDF-1. Data was calculated from 35 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 SDF-1 treated M-BMSCs, 

30 siRNA scramble treated M-BMSCs, 30 CXCR4 siRNA treated M-BMSCs and 30 CXCR4 

siRNA-SDF-1 treated M-BMSCs. F: Stiffness in M-BMSCs that preincubated AMD3100 and then 

cocultured with CD138−myeloma cells. Data was calculated from 35 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 CD138

− cells primed M-BMSCs, 30 AMD3100 treated M-BMSCs, and 30 AMD3100-CD138− cells 

treated M-BMSCs. G: Stiffness in M-BMSCs that cocultured with CD138− cells and CD138− cells 

transfected with CXCR4 or scrambled RNAi. Data was calculated from 35 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 

CD138− cells primed M-BMSCs, 30 siRNA scramble-CD138− cells primed M-BMSCs, and 30 

CXCR4 siRNA-CD138 −  cells treated M-BMSCs. All experiments were repeated 3 times. 

Mean ± SE; **p < 0.01. 

 

3.4. Molecular alteration of stiffness-associated proteins in BMSCs following treatment 

with recombinant SDF-1 protein 

To determine if treatment of BMSCs with SDF-1 modulated stiffness-associated proteins, 

M-BMSCs, MGUS-BMSCs and N-BMSCs were treated with recombinant SDF-1 and cell lysates 

harvested at 15 and 60 min post-treatment for protein analysis using Western blots. Focal adhesion 

kinase (FAK), RhoA and myosin light chain 2 (MLC) are proteins associated with cytoskeletal 
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mechanics and cell contraction, which play an important role in regulating cell stiffness [36-39]. 

Our data showed that the phosphorylated protein levels of FAK, RhoA, and MLC were unchanged 

(Figures 12A, B, C & D) in N-BMSCs and MGUS-BMSCs, but significantly upregulated in M-

BMSCs following treatment with SDF-1 (Figures 12E & F).  
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Fig 12. The phosphorylation of FAK, RhoA and MLC proteins was differentially regulated by SDF-

1 in M-, MGUS-, and N-BMSCs. A: Representative Western blots showing the protein levels of p-

FAK, p-RhoA and p-MLC in N-BMSCs at 15 and 60 min post-treatment treatment with 100 ng/ml 
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SDF-1. B: Densitometric quantification of the data showing in A. C. Representative Western blots 

showing the protein levels of p-FAK, p-RhoA and p-MLC in MGUS-BMSCs treated with SDF-1. 

D: Densitometric quantification of the data showing in C. E. Representative Western blots showing 

the protein levels of p-FAK, p-RhoA and p-MLC in M-BMSCs treated with SDF-1. F: 

Densitometric quantification of the data showing in E. All experiments have been repeated 3 times. 

Mean ± SE; **p < 0.01. 

 

3.5. AKT and FAK activation were required for SDF-1-mediated mechanical alteration of 

M-BMSCs  

AKT activation has been linked with SDF-1/CXCR4-mediated tumor cell migration and 

angiogenesis [40]. We observed a marked increase in p-AKT protein level in M-BMSCs treated 

with SDF-1 (Figures 13). Treating M-BMSCs using PI3K/AKT inhibitor LY294002 reduced p-

AKT protein level (Figures 14A). To determine the role of AKT activation in SDF-1-regulated cell 

stiffness, M-BMSCs were incubated with 50 µM LY294002 for 12 h and then treated with 

recombinant SDF-1 for 2 h. As shown in Figure 14B, inhibition of AKT activation eliminated the 

SDF-1-induced increase in the stiffness of M-BMSCs. 

Furthermore, we also detected the role of FAK activation in SDF-1-mediated M-BMSCs 

stiffness. Cells were pre-incubated with 1 µM FAK inhibitor 14 for 12 h and then treated with SDF-

1 for 2 h. As shown in Figure 14C and D, inhibition of FAK activation abolished the SDF-1-induced 

increase in the stiffness of M-BMSCs.  
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4. DISCUSSION  

In the current study, we found that BMSCs collected from MM and MGUS patients were 

stiffer than those collected from healthy individuals. BMSCs from MM patients showed increased 

stiffness when cocultured with NCI-H929 MM cells, which was not observed in N-BMSCs and 

MGUS-BMSCs. CD138- myeloma cells, but not CD138+ cells, expressed high level of SDF-1 and 

regulated M-BMSC stiffness. Inhibition of SDF-1 using a pharmacological inhibitor or knocking-

down CXCR4 in M-BMSCs abolished CD138- myeloma cells-induced increase in M-BMSC 

stiffness, suggesting an important role of SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling.   
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Fig 14. Incubation with SDF-1 led to elevated phosphorylation of AKT in M-BMSCs. A: 

Representative Western blots showing the protein levels of p-AKT in N-BMSCs at 15 and 60 min 

post-treatment with 100 ng/ml SDF-1. B: Densitometric quantification of the data showing in A. C. 

Representative Western blots showing the protein level of p-AKT treated with SDF-1 in MGUS-
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BMSC. B: Densitometric quantification of the data showing in C. E. Representative Western blots 

showing the protein level of p-AKT in M-BMSCs treated with SDF-1. F: Densitometric 

quantification of the data showing in E. All experiments have been repeated 3 times, Mean ± SE; 

** p < 0.01. 

 

Fig 14. Inhibition of AKT and FAK activation abolished SDF-1-enhanced increase in M-BMSC 

stiffness. A: M-BMSCs were incubated with 50 or 100 μM of LY294002 for 12 h and p-AKT 

protein level was determined by Western blot. Densitometric quantification of Western blot results 

indicated a reduction of p-AKT in LY294002-treated cells. B: M-BMSCs were incubated with 
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50 μM of LY294002 for 12 h and then treated with recombinant SDF-1 for 2 h. The stiffness of 

M-BMSCs was determined. Pre-incubation of M-BMSCs with LY294002 blocked SDF-1-induced 

increase of stiffness in M-BMSCs. Data was calculated from 35 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 SDF-1 

treated M-BMSCs, 30 LY294002 treated M-BMSCs, and 30 LY294002-SDF-1 treated M-BMSCs. 

C: M-BMSCs were incubated with 1 μM of FAK inhibitor for 12 h and p-FAK protein level was 

determined by Western blot. Densitometric quantification of Western blot results indicated a 

reduction of p-FAK in FAK inhibitor-treated cells. D: M-BMSCs were incubated with 1 μM of 

FAK inhibitor for 12 h and then treated with recombinant SDF-1 for 2 h. The stiffness of M-

BMSCs was determined. Pre-incubation of M-BMSCs with FAK inhibitor 14 blocked SDF-1-

induced increase of stiffness in M-BMSCs. Data was calculated from 30 cells of M-BMSCs, 30 

SDF-1 treated M-BMSCs, 30 FAK inhibitor treated M-BMSCs, and 30 FAK inhibitor-SDF-1 

treated M-BMSCs. All experiments have been repeated 3 times, Mean ± SE, **p < 0.01. 

 

Interactions of tumor cells with their surrounding microenvironment have been known to 

impact tumor initiation, progression and metastasis, as well as patient prognosis [41]. The 

mechanical properties of stroma can govern cellular behavior of tumors through a variety of 

biochemical and biophysical mechanisms. Using an in vitro system of matrix-coated 

polyacrylamide gels, Schrader et al. found that increasing matrix stiffness promoted hepatocellular 

carcinoma cell proliferation [42]. Weaver et al. reported that cross-linked ECM collagen increased 

ECM stiffness and promoted malignancy [43]. Paszek et al. found that matrix stiffness promoted 

malignant transformation of a tissue [24]. Preclinical studies using mouse models showed that 

cancer cells were more proliferative and migrative on the stiff microenvironment [44]. Adhesion 

of MM to BMSCs has been suggested to be crucial for myeloma cell proliferation and drug 

resistance. BMSC production of matrix proteins and factors such as fibronectin [6], insulin-like 

growth factor-1 (IGF-1) [7], stromal derived factor 1 alpha (SDF-1) [8], tumor necrosis factor alpha 
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(TNF-α), B cell activating factor family (BAFF), and a proliferation inducing ligand (APRIL) [5] 

have all been shown to promote MM cell proliferation and resistance to conventional 

chemotherapeutic agents. Corre et al. reported that BMSCs from MM patients had a distinctive 

gene expression profile comparing with normal BMSCs [45]. A total of 79 genes in BMSCs from 

MM patients were overexpressed and 46% of them involved in tumor-microenvironment cross-talk. 

It has been reported that myeloma BMSCs increase the colony-forming ability, growth and survival 

of myeloma stem cells as compared with normal BMSCs [26]. Fuhler and his colleagues have 

proved that increased numbers of CD138− cells and cell-cell adhesion observed upon myeloma 

cells cultured with BMSC [46]. BMSC revert myeloma cells to less differentiated phenotype by 

combined activities of adhesive interactions and IL6, which might contribute to stromal cell-

conferred drug resistance[47]. The interaction between the components of tumor environment and 

tumor cells are bidirectional. Tumor cells can also attract or activate tumor-associated stromal cells 

by releasing a number of growth factor, cytokines and chemokines to facilitate their growth, 

invasion and metastasis [48-50].  An early study reported that BMSCs from MM patients were 

significantly stiffer than BMSCs obtained from healthy volunteers using a cytocompression device 

[25]. Our results indicated that higher stiffness of BMSCs was not a unique feature of M-BMSCs. 

MGUS-BMSCs were also stiffer than N-BMSCs. The stiffness of M-BMSCs was further enhanced 

when cocultured with myeloma cells. 

 

Though the cancer stem cell is still a debatable concept, CD138- myeloma subpopulation 

has been recognized as MM initiating cells in several studies [15, 34].  Why myeloma is incurable 

and relapses in multiple myeloma patients is still unknown. One potential mechanism is that 

myeloma initiating cells or stem cells are capable of escaping from the effects of chemotherapy/ 

radiotherapy and growing into mature myeloma cells. Identifying the communication between 

myeloma initiating cells and the bone marrow microenvironment might facilitate the development 

of new strategies to halt progression of the disease. We found that CD138- myeloma cell-primed 
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M-BMSCs became stiffer than non-primed counterparts. No change in the stiffness of M-BMSCs 

was observed after co-culturing with CD138+ cells. These results suggest that CD138- myeloma 

cells play an important role in regulating biomechanical properties of M-BMSCs. Our studies 

demonstrated the cross-talk between myeloma initiating cells with BMSCs.   

 

Gene expression profiling analysis shows that mRNA level of SDF-1 is low in both primary 

myeloma cells and M-BMSCs comparing with that from their healthy counterparts [45, 51].  

Interestingly, when we analyzed mRNA level of SDF-1 in CD138+ and CD138- MM cells using 

qPCR, we found that SDF-1 was highly expressed in CD138- cells when compared with that in the 

CD138+ subpopulation (Figure 10D). SDF-1 is secreted by bone marrow endothelial cells, BMSC, 

immature osteoblasts, primary malignant plasma cells and myeloma cells [52, 53] and it is a critical 

regulator of myeloma cell migration, homing and adhesion to stromal cell [35, 54]. Our results 

showed that SDF-1 regulates the stiffness of M-BMSCs, but not N-BMSCs or MGUS-BMSCs. 

Inhibition of SDF1 signaling, using either a pharmaceutical inhibitor or knocking-down SDF-1 

receptor CXCR4 in M-BMSCs, abolished the CD138- myeloma cells-induced increase in the 

stiffness of M-BMSCs. This suggests that the SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling pathway is responsible for 

CD138- myeloma cell-mediated mechanical changes in M-BMSCs. 

   

FAK plays an important role in cell adhesion and regulation of cellular mechanical 

properties. FAK has been reported to increase cell stiffness and contractile force [55]. Rho GTPases 

are key regulators of cytoskeletal tension that are correlated with increased stress fiber formation, 

cell stiffness, integrin activation and myosin phosphorylation [56]. MLC has been shown to 

promote cell contractility. Cell stiffness is strongly regulated by phosphorylation of MLC subunit 

on the Ser19 [57, 58]. Therefore, we used FAK, RhoA and MLC as molecular markers of cell 

stiffness. Western blotting analysis showed that the phosphorylated protein levels of FAK, RhoA 

and MLC were increased in SDF-1 treated M-BMSCs. 
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The SDF-1/CXCR4 axis has been reported to regulate tumor cell proliferation and 

migration through activation of several signaling pathways [40, 52], including PI3K/AKT. AKT 

and FAK was specifically activated in the M-BMSCs following treatment with SDF-1, which was 

not seen in other BMSCs. AKT and FAK are two important kinases to regulated tumor cell adhesion, 

invasion and migration [59, 60]. Blockage of AKT and FAK activity using selective inhibitors 

abolished SDF-1-induced mechanical changes in M-BMSCs. Our data indicated that both AKT and 

FAK activation are required for the action of SDF-1 in M-BMSCs. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our studies demonstrate that (1) M-BMSCs and MGUS-BMSCs had increased stiffness 

compared with N-BMSCs; (2) MM cells enhanced the stiffness of M-BMSCs; (3) CD138- myeloma 

cells, but not CD138+ cells, upregulated the stiffness of M-BMSCs; (4) CD138- myeloma cells-

induced increase in M-BMSC stiffness was mediated by SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling pathways; and 

(5) AKT and FAK activation were required for SDF-1-enhanced M-BMSC stiffness. To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate myeloma cell-directed tumor-BMSCs 

communication and delineate the role of CD138- myeloma cells and SDF-1 in regulation of M-

BMSC stiffness. Further understanding of the mechanism (s)-associated with myeloma initiating 

cells with their various components of their microenvironment can help us identify new therapeutic 

targets for treatment of MM. 
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Abstract 

Using an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) with a 5.3 m diameter spherical probe, we 

determined mechanical properties of individual human mammary epithelial cells.  The cells were 

derived from a pair of cell lines that mimic cell progression through four phases of neoplastic 

transformation: normal (non-transformed), immortal, tumorigenic, and metastatic. Measurements 

on cells in all four phases were taken over both the cytoplasmic and nuclear regions.  Moreover, 

the measurements were made for cells in different microenvironments as related to cell-cell 

contacts: isolated cells; cells residing on the periphery of a contiguous cell monolayer; and cells 

on the inside of a contiguous cell monolayer.  By fitting the AFM force vs. indentation curves to a 

Hertz model, we determined the pseudo-elastic Young’s modulus, E.  Combining all data for the 

cellular subregions (over nucleus and cytoplasm) and the different cell microenvironments, we 

obtained stiffness values for normal, immortal, tumorigenic, and metastatic cells of 870 Pa, 870 

Pa, 490 Pa, and 580 Pa, respectively.  That is, cells become softer as they advance to the 

tumorigenic phase and then stiffen somewhat in the final step to metastatic cells.  We also found a 

distinct contrast in the influence of a cell’s microenvironment on cell stiffness.  Normal 

mammary epithelial cells inside a monolayer are stiffer than peripheral cells, which are stiffer 

than isolated cells.  However, the microenvironment had a slight, opposite effect on tumorigenic 

and little effect on immortal and metastatic cell stiffness.  Thus, the stiffness of cancer cells is less 

sensitive to the microenvironment than normal cells.  Our results show that the mechanical 

properties of a cell can depend on cancer progression and microenvironment (cell-cell 

interactions).   
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1. Introduction 

Over the last few decades significant progress has been made in understanding the 

underlying genetic and epigenetic causes of cancer [1].  However, despite much improved 

prognoses in some cancers and slowly increasing overall survival rates, cancer remains a leading 

cause of morbidity and mortality [2].  Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer for 

women and ranks as the second leading cause of cancer death in U.S. women [3].   

Cancer is a disease that arises from malfunctioning cells [4].  Typically, cancer cells 

loose differentiation and reproduce uncontrollably, which leads to a disruption of normal tissue 

function.  In metastatic cancer, cancer cells leave the primary tumor site, spread through the 

vasculature or lymphatic system, and repopulate distal sites.  Metastasized cancers account for 

over 90% of deaths from solid tumors [3, 5] and, thus, understanding the progression of cancer 

cells from the less dangerous, non-metastatic phase to the highly dangerous, metastatic phase is a 

crucial current research concern.   

The behavior of cancer cells is exceedingly complex and influenced by many, interrelated 

factors.  Prime among these factors are genetic mutations, which result in erroneous protein 

expressions and aberrant signaling pathways.  An additional emerging factor that influences 

cancer cell behavior is the cancer microenvironment, which includes fibroblasts and other 

neighboring cells, chemicals, oxygen levels, and the extracellular matrix [6].  In fact, it was 

recently shown that changing the microenvironment can cause cancer cells to revert back to cells 

that look and behave phenotypically like non-cancerous cells, despite a cancer genotype [7]. 

Work over the last decade or so has shown that a cell’s microenvironment can have a strong 

influence on its morphology [7], inter-cellular signaling [8], and differentiation [9].  Thus, it 

appears that an intricate interplay between genetic mutations and environmental cues, rather than 

genetic mutations alone, affect cell behavior and fate.   
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A substantial research effort termed ‘Physical Sciences Oncology’ has been underway in 

the last few years with the general proposition of looking at cancer with a physicist’s eyes. One 

emerging finding of this effort is that cancer cells may have distinct physical properties [10], in 

addition to the genetic and biochemical traits that distinguish cancer cells from normal, non-

cancerous cells.  These physical properties are a new layer of cancer cell behavior, and it is hoped 

that a deeper understanding of these physical traits may point the way to new treatment options 

for cancer.  The physical properties of cancer cells are of particular interest because of their 

possible role in the development and spread of cancer, i.e., metastasis [10-13].  Since metastatic 

cancer cells have the ability to travel through the body, they likely have different physical 

properties, as compared to stationary regular tissue cells and localized tumor cells [14].  Current 

research efforts in Physical Sciences Oncology have several thrusts.  Among these thrusts are i) 

building a data base of the physical properties of cancer cells, and ii) determining how those 

properties change as a function of the cancer cell environment.  These two research areas are also 

the topic of our research, with a focus on determining the mechanical properties of human 

mammary epithelial cells and their cancer derivatives, and determining the effect of the cell-cell 

interactions (microenvironment) on their mechanical properties. 

Numerous physical properties of cells, such as stiffness, viscoelastic behavior, 2D and 3D 

migration, traction force, and others [10] can be determined using a range of techniques [4].  

Here, we’ll focus on cell stiffness, as determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) indentation.  

AFM indentation is a widely accepted technique to determine nanoscopic material properties, and 

the body of literature on cell mechanical properties determined by this technique continues to 

grow [15-24].  AFM indentation experiments can be done with a sharp probe – on the order of 

tens of nanometers, or a spherical probe – on the order of several micrometers.  Both probe 

choices give good results.  A sharp probe has the advantage that measurements can be performed 

with high spatial accuracy over different cellular regions, but the indentation geometry is more 
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difficult to analyze and there is a risk of puncturing the cell membrane [17].  The larger spherical 

tip has the advantage of a simpler geometry for analysis, and less risk of cell puncture; but the 

determined cell stiffness is an average value obtained from a contact area of several m2.   

The elastic moduli of a wide variety of cancer cells have been measured using AFM 

indentation, including bladder cells [18], esophageal cells [17], kidney cells [22], malignant 

breast cancer tissue [21], breast cancer cells [20], and prostate cancer cells [24]. In addition, 

several other techniques have been successfully applied to detect mechanical differences between 

normal and cancer cells including optical deformability [11, 12], micropipette aspiration [25], and 

a microplate stretcher [26].  AFM methods have also been used to measure increasing rigidity of 

cells with age [27].  Researchers have also started to demonstrate that the mechanical signatures 

of cancer cells can be used as a diagnostic tool.  Using AFM nanoindentation, Remmerbach et al. 

were able to diagnose oral cancer by mechanical pheonotyping [12], and Plodinec et al. were able 

to distinguish normal cells and metastatic cells by their stiffness signatures in breast needle 

biopsies from patients [21].   

Ultimately, a better understanding of the physical and mechanical properties of cancer 

cells might provide new approaches for cancer treatment.  For example, changing the mechanical 

properties of cells that are about to metastasize might prevent metastasis.  Indeed, the anti-cancer 

drug SAHA causes a change in cell stiffness and a change in malignancy, which might be due to 

this change in stiffness [28]. In addition, increased cell stiffness has been correlated with drug 

resistance [29], pointing to another connection between cancer therapy and stiffness. 

In our work, we used a 5.3 m diameter, spherical, fluorescent probe attached to an AFM 

cantilever [30].  We selected a spherical probe, instead of a sharp tip, to avoid effects due to very 

small scale inhomogeneities, and to be able to make large scale elastic measurements.  The 5.3 

m probe still allowed us to distinguish larger scale structures such as the cytoplasm and the 
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nucleus. The micrometer-scale, spherical probe also ensured that we did not puncture the cells.  

Our measurements were calibrated against known agarose gel standards of different 

concentrations [30].   

We chose human mammary epithelial cells from two cell lines: the Weinberg cell line 

[31] and metastatic cells from the ATCC.  The cells represent four different phases of cancer 

progression: normal – meaning non-immortal, non-tumorigenic and non-metastatic – (HMEC); 

immortal (Imm); tumorigenic (Tum); and metastatic (Met).  We chose these cells since they are 

closely related to each other: they are either human mammary epithelial cells, or they are derived 

from cells that once were human mammary epithelial cells.  We determined the elastic moduli of 

all cells as i) a function of the subregion of a cell (over nucleus vs. over cytoplasm), and ii) as a 

function of the cell’s microenvironment (inside, on the periphery, or isolated outside of a 

contiguous cellular monolayer).  

The key results of our work are:  

1) When grouping the results by cell types, normal epithelial cells and immortal cells 

have about the same stiffness; they are stiffer than metastatic cells, which are slightly stiffer than 

tumorigenic cells.  This result is in agreement with most of the stiffness measurements published 

by other researchers on similar cells and other cancer cell systems – typically metastatic and 

tumorigenic cells are softer than normal cells.   

2) There are only minor or negligible differences in stiffness between cellular subregions 

(over nucleus vs. over cytoplasm). To further explore this point, we used a confocal microscope 

to determine the thickness of the cytoplasmic region above and below the nucleus.  It ranged from 

2 – 4 m and was, therefore, larger than the indentation depth (1500 nm).  Thus, when taking 

measurements over the nucleus, it is likely that the elastic properties of the cytoplasm 

surrounding the nucleus are determined (assuming the nucleus is stiffer than the cytoplasm), 
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rather than the elastic properties of the nucleus.  This feature of cells (that the cytoplasm 

surrounding the nucleus is a few micrometers thick) can be beneficial if the AFM is to be used as 

a diagnostic tool in cell mechanics.  It means that the placement of the probe on a cell (over or 

next to the nucleus) does not affect the cell mechanics measurement.  On the other hand, it also 

means that it is very difficult to determine the elastic modulus of the actual nucleus with AFM 

indentation experiments, since the nucleus is deeply embedded in the cytoplasm.    

3)  Monolayer microenvironment strongly affects normal cells; stiffness decreases as we 

go from the center of a monolayer to the periphery with isolated cells being the softest. 

Monolayer microenvironment has little or no effect on immortal or metastatic cells, and it has the 

opposite effect on tumorigenic cells.   This result is novel, and points to the importance of cell 

microenvironment when defining physical properties of cells.   

4)  Certain combinations of microenvironment and cell type result in nearly identical 

stiffness values; for example, isolated normal epithelial cells (healthy cells) have the same 

stiffness as isolated or peripheral metastatic cells.  This result is novel and again points to the 

importance of the microenvironment of cells – different cell types might be indistinguishable in 

some microenvironments and distinguishable in others.  This is critical when physical properties, 

such as stiffness, are considered as diagnostic markers.   

2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Cell growth and maintenance 

Normal – meaning non-immortal, non-tumorigenic and non-metastatic – human 

mammary epithelial cells (HMECs) were purchased from Lonza (Lonza Group Ltd, Walkersville, 

MD).  The immortal and non-tumorigenic (Imm) and tumorigenic (Tum) cells were from a 
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modified human mammary epithelial cell line developed by the Weinberg group [31]. The 

metastatic cells (MDA-MB-231 or Met) were obtained from the American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). A summary of the cell types and their designations is 

given in Table II. 

 

Table II. A summary of the human mammary epithelial cell types used here. 

Cell Type Label in this 

paper 

Source Label Immortal Tumorigenic Metastatic 

Non-

cancerous 

HMEC HMEC1 no no no 

Immortal Imm HMEC + LT, hTERT2 yes no no 

Tumorigenic Tum HMLER2 yes yes no 

Metastatic Met MDA-MB-2313 yes yes yes 

1Lonza, Williamsport, PA (USA) 

2Weinberg cell line ([31]). 

3ATCC. 

 

The immortal cells (Imm) are derivatives of human mammary epithelial cells that were 

transfected with hTERT, providing replicative immortality.  The immortal cells were also 

transfected with small and large T-antigen, which disables the pRB and p53 proteins, affecting 

essential signaling pathways, as well as protein phosphatase 2A.  These cells are immortal, but 
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exhibit no tumorigenicity [31]. The tumorigenic cells (Tum) express high levels of mutated H-

ras, a protein that regulates cell division. The normal cells (HMEC) were used within 15 passages 

from their original state from Lonza. Normal cells were cultured in Mammary Epithelial Cell 

Growth Medium - MEGM (Lonza) with 0.4% bovine pituitary extract (BPE) (Lonza), according 

to the distributor’s recommendations. The immortal cells were cultured in MEGM (Lonza) with 

0.4% BPE (Lonza) and 0.1% hygromycin (Sigma-Aldrich, cat # H3274), while the growth 

medium for tumorigenic cells was MEGM (Lonza) with 0.4% BPE (Lonza) and 0.1% puromycin 

(Sigma-Aldrich, cat# P8833-10mg). The growth medium for the metastatic cells was the same as 

that for the HMECs. 

Glass bottom dishes (Willcowells) of size 35mm × 2mm were purchased and assembled 

in the lab. We mixed 150 µl Poly-D-Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich P6407) solution (100µg/ml) with 343 

µl autoclaved phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.01M Na2HPO4, 0.154M NaCl, pH 7.4; the pH 

was verified weekly), and then 150 µl of the mixed solution was placed into each dish for it to 

absorb for 90 min. After this step, the dish was rinsed with sterile deionized water three times and 

dried in a sterile hood for 40 min.  

Cells were cultured and maintained in a culture incubator at 37 ºC with 5% CO2 and 

seeded onto the glass dishes with Poly-D-Lysine coating for 24 h before measurements. Images 

showing the morphologies of the four different types of cells are given in Fig. 15. 
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Figure 15.  Brightfield micrographs of the four different cell types. (A) A small colony or 

monolayer of normal cells. (B) Several individual immortal cells. (C) Tumorigenic cells. (D) 

Metastatic cells.  The arrows indicate a cell on the inside (1), and the periphery (2) of a 

monolayer of cells, as well as an isolated cell (3).  

 

The underlying substrate on which cells are grown can affect the elastic modulus 

significantly [32]. For example, both metastatic and non- metastatic melanoma cells produced 

much higher moduli (by a factor of 3) when grown on glass surfaces coated with poly-L-lysine 

compared to plain glass surfaces [32]. In addition, the loading rate can also significantly affect the 

elastic moduli measurement results [20]. Indentation depth also affects the elastic modulus values 

measured using AFM cantilevers [32, 33]. Despite these limitations, relative comparisons can be 

made between data sets that differ in these experimental parameters (surface treatment, loading 

A B 

C D 
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rate, and indentation depth).  All our data were collected on the same surface, with the same 

loading rate and same indentation depth.   

 

2.2 Height determination of cells and nucleus, confocal microscopy 

The height of the cells and the height of their nuclei were determined by taking z-stacks 

of cells on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA) with a40X lens 

(NA = 0.5).  To distinguish the location of each nucleus within a cell, as well as the boundary of 

each cell, we added DAPI (Life Technologies, cat # D1306), a fluorescent dye that strongly binds 

to A-T rich regions of DNA within the nucleus of cells and we also added DiI (Life Technologies, 

cat # D282), a fluorescent tag that preferentially binds to lipids and highlights the membranes of 

our cells. 1µl of 5mg/ml DAPI in deionized water was added into each cell culture dish to reach a 

final concentration of 5µg/ml. The DiI was prepared in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) with a 

concentration of 1mg/ml, and 2µl of DiI solution was put into 10ml growth medium. The cells 

were then incubated at 37 ºC with 5% CO2 for 15 min after DAPI was added. Then cell growth 

medium was changed into the growth medium with DiI and the dish was incubated for 20 min. 

For each type of cell, we collected a vertical stack of images (z-stack) consisting of 40-60 images, 

with the first image starting below the surface of the dish bottom and with the last image ending 

well above the top membrane of each cell.  A representative image is shown in the supplement.  

The separation between adjacent images in the vertical stack was 0.39 m. From this information 

we determined the cell and nuclear heights, and the thickness of the cytoplasmic layer around the 

nucleus (above and below the nucleus) – see Fig. 16.   

Although confocal optical microscopy is currently among the best methods to determine 

cellular features and cell height [34], fundamental instrumentation limitations, such as 

fluorescence bleed-through between the images in a z-stack and diffraction-limited resolution, 
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result in large uncertainties when determining cell and nuclear heights.  To alleviate these 

problems, two experienced microscopists independently analyzed confocal microscopy images of 

8 to 14 cells in each category to obtain the height information.  In Fig. 16 we plotted the average 

cell height and nucleus height for each category.  The data are presented as rectangular boxes; the 

top and bottom line of each rectangle represent the higher and the lower values determined by 

each microscopist; the middle line is the average of the two values.  The higher and lower values 

determined by each microscopist are shown in table III.   

 

 
  

      

Figure 16.  Cell height and cytoplasm thickness around the nucleus vs cell category.  

Because of the large uncertainty in the measurements, the data were independently analyzed by 

two experienced microscopists and the data are plotted as rectangular boxes with a top, middle 

and bottom line.  The top and bottom lines represent the larger and smaller values determined by 

each microscopist for each cell category (8 to 14 cells analyzed in each category).  The middle 

line is the average of the two values. Forward slanted hatch indicates cell height, cross-hatch 

indicates cytoplasm thickness.   
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Table III.  Cell height and cytoplasm thickness around the nucleus vs cell category.  The 

higher and lower values determined by each of two microscopists are shown (see text for details). 

 

 Cell Monolayer Microenvironment 

 Isolated Periphery Center 

 Cell Subregion Cell Subregion Cell Subregion 

Cell Type Cell  Cytoplasm Cell Cytoplasm Cell Cytoplasm 

HMEC 

7.13 – 11.56 

(N = 12) 

 

2.34 - 3.87 

(N = 12) 

6.81 – 

11.25 

(N = 13) 

2.55 – 

3.72 

(N = 13) 

6.04 – 

11.56 

(N = 14) 

2.49 – 

4.37 

(N = 14) 

Immortal 

8.26 – 16.95 

(N = 11) 

3.06 - 3.29 

(N = 11) 

7.4 – 

14.46 

(N = 14) 

3.06 – 

3.29 

(N = 14) 

6.62 – 

14.20 

(N = 10) 

2.96 – 

3.21 

(N = 10) 

Tumorigenic 

11.30 – 

19.50 

(N = 9) 

1.62 - 5.55 

(N = 9) 

11.30 – 

19.5 

(N = 8) 

3.72 – 

5.07 

(N = 8) 

NA NA 

Metastatic 

14.02 – 

19.05 

(N = 12) 

4.52 - 5.94 

(N = 12) 

14.02 – 

19.05 

(N = 13) 

4.16 – 

4.97 

(N = 13) 

NA NA 
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2.3 Theoretical model  

The stiffness (Young’s modulus) of a cell region was acquired by indenting the cell with 

a spherical probe and recording the applied force. The Hertz model was used to analyze the data 

[30, 35]. It describes the Young’s modulus, E, of a homogeneous, infinite, flat, elastic material 

that is stressed by a spherical indenter of radius, R, with a force, F (Fig. 17, A and B). Although 

the cells do not behave exactly like an ideal, elastic material, the Hertz model is useful and widely 

accepted in characterizing and comparing mechanical properties of different cells. Viscous 

contributions to the mechanical response can be reduced by slowing down the indenting speed. 

Under such a condition (of slow indentation rates), the measurements are dominated by elastic 

behavior [36, 37].  The relationship between the force, F, applied by the sphere on the surface, 

and the indentation distance of the surface, , is then given by: 

 

3/2

2

4
( )

3(1 )

E R
F 





   (1) 



Here  is the Poisson ratio of the surface and its value for cells is assumed to be 0.5 [38].   
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Figure 17. Experimental set-up (adopted from [30]).  (A, B) Schematic of experimental 

set-up (not to scale).  An AFM cantilever with an attached spherical probe is pressed onto a cell.  

As the cell is moved up by a distance, z, the cantilever bends by a distance, d, and the cell is 

indented by a distance, .  (C) Top-view of an AFM probe using a fluorescence microscope 

showing the fluorescent melamine bead.  (D) Top- and side-view SEM micrographs of a used 

AFM probe (a similar, but not the same actual probe as in (C)).  The cantilever is 225 m long 

and 43 m wide; the (fluorescent melamine bead) probe is 5.3 m in diameter.  

 

2.4 Atomic force microscopy and epifluorescence microscopy 

 

2.4.1 Instrumentation   
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All indentation experiments were carried out with a combined atomic force microscope 

(AFM)/inverted optical microscope [39-41].  The AFM (Topometrix Explorer, Veeco 

Instruments, Woodbury, NY, USA) was situated above the sample and fit on a custom-designed 

stage of the inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 200, Zeiss, Thornwood, NY, USA).  The 

optical microscope was equipped with a high sensitivity CCD camera (EM-CCD C9100-02, 

Hamamatsu Photonics KK, Japan) and IP Lab software (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA). The stage was 

designed so that the sample can be moved in the x- and y- directions independently from the 

AFM when the AFM is sitting on the stage.  

2.4.2 AFM probes   

We attached a 5.3 m diameter fluorescent melamine bead (Microspheres-Nanospheres, 

Cold Spring, NY) to each tip-less AFM silicon probe (Applied Nano Structures Inc., USA),  as 

described previously [30].  The AFM probes had a reflective aluminum coating, length, L = 225 

m, width, w = 43 m, and a nominal spring constant, k = 0.1-0.6 N/m.    A more accurate spring 

constant was calculated from the frequency and dimensions of the cantilever using the Sader 

method [42, 43].  Fluorescence and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the AFM 

probes clearly show a single melamine sphere attached to the end of the cantilever (Fig. 17, C and 

D).  The SEM image shows a used probe - a small amount of ‘dirt’ can be seen, but otherwise the 

probe is not compromised.   

To estimate the accuracy of our AFM methods, some AFM probes were calibrated 

against agarose gels (SeaKem, cat# 50152, Lonza Group Ltd, Walkersville, MD) of known 

modulus (Fig. 18). The determined agarose stiffness values agreed, to within 20%, with 

commonly accepted literature values [44-46].  More details of the bead attachment protocol and 

the calibration procedure can be found in a previous paper [30]. 
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Figure 18. Calibration of force curves with agarose gel.  (A) Representative indentation 

curve on 2% agarose gel and fit to equation 4.  (B)  Young’s modulus of agarose gels at different 

concentrations as determined by AFM indentation.  The values agree with values reported in the 

literature, as determined by microscopic methods (AFM indentation) and macroscopic methods 

(indenter).   

2.4.3 AFM measurements 

Cell samples were measured within 2 hours after being removed from the incubator. The 

AFM measurements were done at room temperature.  For each sample, 30-40 indentation 

measurements were collected over a period of 2 hours.  All measurements were carried out in 

sterile growth medium (see, section 2.1 Cell growth and maintenance).  Different cell culture 

conditions, such as different culture media, in which the growth factors may change, can affect 

cell mechanical behavior.  For example, Nikkhah et al. found that increasing the amount of serum 

in growth medium would cause softening of non-malignant MCF10A and malignant MDA-MB-

231 breast cells [47].  The Young’s moduli of stained cells were also reported to be higher than 

those without stain [17].  We have, therefore, performed all our measurements under the same 

buffer and staining conditions, i.e., no staining.  
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An individual measurement took 17-22 seconds to complete; i.e. a typical cycle occurred 

at approximately 0.05 Hz.  For each measurement, loading curves were obtained at a speed of 

0.1µm/s.  We chose this speed for several reasons.  It is fast compared to cell migration, so cells 

can be considered stationary objects during a measurement.  It is slow enough for the viscous 

drag on the cantilever to be negligible, as estimated from Fdrag = bvtip = 2 pN, with b = 20 

pN·s/m [48], whereas the typical force exerted on the cantilever by a cell is in the 1-100 nN 

range over the indentations used here.  Moreover, we found this speed to give reproducible, low-

noise force curves that fit well to the Hertz model.   

The indentation depth for all cells was approximately 1500 nm. We say ‘approximately’, 

because for cell indentations, the exact contact point is notoriously difficult to pinpoint, for at 

least two reasons.  First, the initial slope of the curve is shallow, and it is thus difficult to 

precisely locate the exact contact point.  Second, epithelial cells are surrounded by soft brushes 

consisting of the glycocalyx and membrane protrusions such as microvilli, cilia, filopodia and 

microridges [49, 50].  These soft brushes can be on the order of several hundred nanometers and 

they obscure the exact contact point of the AFM probe with the cell membrane in force curves.  

Nevertheless, we indicated the estimated contact point in the force curve in Fig. 19.  The contact 

point is easier to identify in the force curve on an agarose gel, which is stiffer and does not have 

brushes (Fig. 18).  It is important to note that knowing the exact contact is actually not required to 

obtain good fits.   

We chose an indentation depth of 1500 nm for the following reasons.  As described 

above, for cell indentations, it is difficult to identify the exact contact point of the probe with the 

cell.  Thus, for smaller indentations, on the order of a few hundred nm, this uncertainty can result 

in large uncertainties in the modulus determination.  Using somewhat larger indentations, on the 

order of 1500 nm, this uncertainty has less of an effect and the obtained curves can be fit well 

with the Hertz model.  On the other hand, we avoided significantly deeper indentations, on the 
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order of a few thousand nm, because for such deep indentations the probe likely senses the 

modulus of the substrate, particularly for the case of the cytoplasm.  The cell also might get 

damaged for very deep (several thousand nanometers) indentations.   

We only performed one or a few spatially separated measurement per cell, since cells 

may respond to being poked by stiffening or softening [32].  We used the loading part of the 

curve for our data analysis (Fig. 18).  

The quantities measured by the AFM are the cantilever deflection, d, and the movement 

of the piezo, z.  The applied force, F, can be directly calculated from the cantilever deflection via 

Hooke’s law, F = k·d.  The indentation, , cannot be directly measured.  From Fig. 17, it can be 

seen that z = d + .  Plugging this relationship into equation (1), we get  
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and using Hooke’s law we obtain  
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All curves were fit with a slightly modified version of Eq. (3) to accommodate the 

uncertainty in the exact height (z-value) when the spherical probe first made contact with each 

cell.  As a result we added an additional fitting parameter z0 (in addition to the modulus E) that 

corresponds to the vertical height where the tip first contacts the cell. So the expression for the 

fitting function is given by 
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The AFM data (F and z) were imported into Matlab (Matlab 2012, The MathWorks, Inc. 

Massachusetts 01760, USA). A typical data curve fitted with equation (4) is shown in Fig. 19. 

The data was exported from Matlab and put into Origin (Origin 8.0, OriginLab, MA 01060, USA) 

to plot the data. 

 

  

 

Figure 19. An example of cell indentation data and a fitting curve from immortal cells. 

The black squares are the AFM data. The red line is a Hertz model fitting curve (A) Force, F, vs. 

piezo movement, z, where z = d +  with d being the cantilever deflection and  being the actual 

cell indentation.  The quantities z and d can be measured directly; F is calculated from Hooke’s 

law via d as explained in the text.  (B)  Force, F, vs. cell indentation, .  The blue triangle 

indicates the estimated contact point between the AFM probe and the cell membrane.   
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3. Results & Discussion 

 

The Hertz model fit well to the loading curves of all the cell types to give the Young’s 

modulus, E, for each cell indentation. The moduli, E, of the various cell types (HMEC, Imm, 

Tum, and Met), cell subregions (over nuclear and over cytoplasmic regions), and monolayer 

microenvironments (isolated, periphery of monolayer, and inside of a monolayer) are given in 

Table IV and plotted in Fig. 20.  We took between 21 and 39 individual measurements for each 

cell type and parameter (see Table IV for specific numbers).  Our measurements were calibrated 

using agarose gels of known concentration.  Our results show that the tumorigenic cells (Tum) are 

softer than normal cells (HMEC) in each category. Immortal cells (Imm) exhibit the same 

stiffness as normal cells. We were not able to collect data for tumorigenic or metastatic cells 

growing inside a monolayer, since neither of these cell types could form a monolayer like the 

normal and immortal cells. Instead, the tumorigenic and metastatic cells tended to form clumps as 

the confluence increased.  

 

 

Table IV. Young’s modulus measurements (± standard error of the mean) for all the 

different cell types, monolayer microenvironments, and cellular subregions (units of Pa). The 

number of independent cells, N, contributing to each value is given in the second line of each 

table cell. 

 Cell Monolayer Microenvironment 
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 Isolated Periphery Center 

 Cell Subregion Cell Subregion Cell Subregion 

Cell Type Cytoplasm Nucleus Cytoplasm Nucleus Cytoplasm Nucleus 

HMEC 

600 ± 50 

(N = 21) 

680 ± 40 

(N = 24) 

800 ± 80 

(N = 21) 

950 ± 90 

(N = 25) 

1130 ± 60 

(N = 29) 

1020 ± 80 

(N = 22) 

Immortal 

840 ± 60 

(N = 33) 

910 ± 70 

(N = 31) 

810 ± 70 

(N = 27) 

960 ± 90 

(N = 33) 

720 ± 30 

(N = 26) 

940 ± 100 

(N = 27) 

Tumorigenic 

590 ± 40 

(N = 23) 

580 ± 30 

(N = 26) 

380 ± 30 

(N = 24) 

410 ± 30 

(N = 28) 

NA NA 

Metastatic 

550 ± 30 

(N = 34) 

580 ± 40 

(N = 32) 

550 ± 30 

(N = 39) 

660 ± 30 

(N = 38) 

NA NA 
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Figure 20.  Stiffness comparison of normal (HMEC), immortal, tumorigenic, and 

metastatic cells.  Normal and immortal cells are generally stiffer than both tumorigenic and 

metastatic cells. The tumorigenic cells are the softest among the four types of cells. The 

difference between measurements over the nucleus and the cytoplasm are typically small.  

Normal cells show a strong dependence on the monolayer microenvironment.   The distributions 

of moduli for each category are shown in the supplement.   

Abbreviations on x-axis: First letter:  I – Isolated; P – Periphery of monolayer; C – Inside 

(center) of monolayer; second letter: C – cytoplasm; N – Nucleus.   

 

Stiffness vs. cell type. From Fig. 20, it is clear that there are differences in stiffness 

among the cell types. To further evaluate these differences we combined all the data for each 
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different cell type (regardless of monolayer microenvironment or cellular subregion) into a single 

averaged value for each cell type (Fig. 21), as might be done in a quick diagnostic test. When we 

performed a t-test analysis of these data (Table V), the normal and immortal cells did not have 

stiffness values that differed significantly.  However, all other pairs in the table exhibited 

significant statistical differences (p < 0.05).  So, we can safely conclude that the tumorigenic cells 

are significantly softer than the normal and immortal cells, while the metastatic cells are 

significantly stiffer than the tumorigenic cells and significantly softer than the normal and 

immortal cells.  

These overall results, averaged over microenvironment and cellular regions, are largely in 

agreement with findings reported in the literature, as it has generally been observed that 

malignant cells are softer than normal epithelial cells across a range of different cancers.  

Tumorigenic cells are sometimes softer than normal cells, sometimes not.  For example, 

malignant cancer cells derived from the bladder and ureter (BC372629, T24, Hu456) are softer 

than non-malignant cancer cells (HCV29) or normal bladder cells (Hu609) [32].  In prostate, 

malignant cancer cells (LNCaP, PC-3, Du 145) were softer than regular, epithelial, human 

papillomavirus 18-transformed cells (PZHPV-7) [32]  In breast, metastatic cells (MCF-7) are 

softer than regular epithelial mammary gland cells (MCF-10, and 184A1) [20, 51].  When 

examining breast tissue biopsies, Plodinec et al. found that the softer subpopulation of cells likely 

correspond to malignant cells [21].  

Similar, though less clear results were obtained for melanoma, where some malignant 

melanoma cells (1205Lu, WM266-4, A375) were softer than non-malignant melanoma cells 

(WM793, WM115).  However, malignant melanoma cells WM35 were as stiff as the non-

malignant melanoma cells [32]; thus, the rule that malignant cells are always softer may not be 

universally applicable.  In esophagus, epithelial cells immortalized with hTERT (metaplastic 

cells, CP-A), and pre-malignant, epithelial-like cancer cells (dysplastic cells, CP-D, Barrett’s 
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esophagus), were softer than a normal squamous cell line [17].  These cells are similar to our 

immortal cells (also immortalized with hTERT), tumorigenic cells (also pre-malignant) and 

normal cells.  These esophagus results agree with our (breast cancer) results in that the 

tumorigenic (pre-malignant) cells are softer than normal cells.  They disagree in that the CP-A 

immortalized cells are softer than normal cells (same modulus for us).  In kidney, it was found 

that metastatic (malignant) adenocarcinoma cells (ACHN), were softer than tumorigenic 

carcinoma cells (A-498), which were softer than normal kidney epithelial cells (RC-124) [22].  

These kidney results agree with our (breast) results in that the tumorigenic (pre-malignant) and 

metastatic cells are softer than normal cells.  They disagree in that the metastatic cells are softer 

than tumorigenic cells (similar or slightly stiffer for us).   

One simple reason for some of the differences between our results and those obtained on 

other systems, of course, could be that we are comparing different cancer and cell systems.  Only 

comparing normal, immortal, tumorigenic and metastatic across different cancer types might be 

an oversimplification.  Additional parameters, such as the different microenvironments, may also 

need to be considered. We used the Weinberg cell line, which has not been investigated before.  It 

could be that the tumorigenic cells from the Weinberg cell line might be slightly softer than 

metastatic cells, while tumorigenic cells in other systems are stiffer than metastatic cells.   

Some other studies seem to indicate that there is no clear correlation between cell 

stiffness and metastasis.  Using magnetic twisting cytometry (not AFM indentation), Coughlin et 

al. investigated the cytoskeletal stiffness, friction and fluidity of a number of cell lines with 

different metastatic potential from different cancers (breast, skin, kidney, prostate, and bladder) 

[52].  These authors found that acquisition of tumorigenicity or enhanced metastatic ability did 

not induce large or systematic changes in cytoskeletal stiffness.  The data do suggest that cells 

with enhanced cancer cell motility and invasion have a more fluid-like state.  However, strongly 

metastatic skin cells (A375SM) and kidney cancer cells (SN12PM6) that disseminate by lodging 
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in the microcirculation of peripheral organs are more solid-like (rather than fluid-like) [52].  In a 

related study, the strongly metastatic kidney cancer cells exhibited both increased cytoskeletal 

dynamics and stiffness which are thought to facilitate the process of vascular invasion [53].   

In summary, when tested by AFM indentation, it appears that most, if not all, metastatic 

cells across all cancers are typically softer than normal cells.  Tumorigenic cells are usually, but 

not always, softer than normal cells.  When tested, by other techniques, such as magnetic twisting 

cytometry, no set of biophysical parameters changed systematically with metastatic ability across 

all cell lines.   

These observations imply that softness may favor, or even be necessary for metastasis in 

some cancers; however, it is not a feature that is necessarily found in all metastatic cancer cells.   

Other than direct spread into surrounding tissue, cancer metastasizes mainly via three 

mechanisms [54, 55].  1) Hematogenous spread, in which cancer cells intravasate into blood 

vessels, mostly though venous capillaries, then spread through the vasculature, extravasate and 

repopulate distal sites in the body.  Hematogenous spread is typical of sarcomas and some 

carcinomas.  2) Lymphatic spread, in which cancer cells first invade the lymphatic system and 

subsequently other parts of the body.  Since the lymphatic system drains into blood, this route can 

also lead to venous circulation.  Lymphatic spread is the most common route for carcinomas, 

including most breast cancers. 3) Transcoelomic spread, in which cancer cells spread across a 

body cavity, such as the peritoneal cavity.   

Given the complexity and heterogeneity of cancer and the different paths of metastasis, it 

is unlikely that there is one typical biophysical or mechanical phenotype for a prototypical 

metastatic cancer cell.  Different cancer types with different metastatic paths likely have different 

mechanical phenotypes.  Nevertheless, by examining and cataloging the mechanical phenotypes 
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of different cancer cells, it might be possible to build up a mechanical phenotype library that 

could be used for diagnosis across different cancer types, as it was used for breast cancer [21].   

 

 

Figure 21.  Stiffness comparison of normal (HMEC), immortal, tumorigenic, and 

metastatic cells.  Here, all categories (monolayer microenvironments and cellular subregions) are 

combined into one average value for each cell type. Normal and immortal cells are generally 

stiffer than both tumorigenic and metastatic cells. The tumorigenic cells are the softest of the four 

cell types. Error bars correspond to standard errors of the mean (sem).  

 

Table V. T-test results for a comparison of stiffnesses of different cell types. 

Comparison Pair p-value 

HMEC vs. Immortal 0.4545 
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HMEC vs. Tumorigenic < 0.0001 

HMEC vs. Metastatic < 0.0001 

Immortal vs. Tumorigenic < 0.0001 

Immortal vs. Metastatic < 0.0001 

Tumorigenic vs. Metastatic 0.0015 

 

Stiffness vs. cellular subregion.  The nucleus is the largest cellular organelle, and can be 

easily discerned in our microscopic images, as the typical diameter of a nucleus is several µm.  

To analyze if there is a difference between the moduli of the cytoplasmic region and nuclear 

region, we ran a t-test analysis on the two pairs of stiffness values (Ecyto and Enucl) for each cell 

type and microenvironment.  This analysis showed that there is no statistically meaningful 

difference (p < 0.05) between the cytoplasmic and nuclear stiffness values for any cell 

type/subregion except for the immortal cells found at the inside of a monolayer, where the 

nucleus was slightly stiffer than the cytoplasm.  Thus, for simplicity we will combine the stiffness 

values of cytoplasmic and nuclear regions in subsequent analyses, which will introduce no 

significant error, except for immortal cells in the monolayer center, where we get a small error.  

Using confocal microscopy, we determined the height of the nucleus and the height of entire cell 

for all the different cell types in their various microenvironments (Fig. 16).  From these data, we 

could also approximately determine the thickness of the cytoplasm between the nucleus and the 

cell membrane. The cytoplasmic region surrounding the nucleus (above and below the nucleus) is 

larger than the indentation depth for all measurements.  Therefore, it is likely that in our 

measurements over the nuclear region, we determined the modulus of the cytoplasm surrounding 

the nucleus, and not the nucleus.  This is the likely reason why the measurements over the nuclear 
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region and the cytoplasmic region give similar modulus values (another reason could be that the 

nucleus and cytoplasm have the similar moduli).  

The finding that the modulus over the nucleus and next to the nucleus is the same is 

beneficial to researchers who want to use AFM as a diagnostic tool to determine the stiffness of 

cells.  It simplifies such measurements, since it does not matter if the measurement is taken over 

the nucleus or next to the nucleus.    

Other researchers have found a difference in stiffness values for the nuclear and 

cytoplasmic regions, sometimes with the cytoplasmic regions being softer, other times being 

stiffer.  Guilak et al. and Pajerowski et al. [56, 57] used a micropipette aspiration method to 

determine the potential for deformation.  Both groups found that the cytoplasm tends to be softer 

than nuclear regions based on a viscoelastic fluid model.  The likely reason why these findings 

differ from ours is because different techniques were used.  In our AFM nanoindentation 

experiments we likely did not reach the nucleus, whereas micropipette aspiration probes the 

nucleus.  Lee et al. [58] used AFM nanoindentation with a sharp tip on three human mammary 

epithelial cell types: non-transformed cells (MCF10A), similar to our HMEC cells; transformed, 

non-metastatic human breast carcinoma cells (MCF7), similar to our tumorigenic (Tum) cells; 

and metastatic cells (MDA-MB-231), identical to our metastatic (Met) cells.  Their cells were in 

mixed confluent monolayers.  For the MCF10A cells the nuclear region was slightly stiffer 

(~1.3x) than the cytoplasmic region, while for the MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 the nuclear region 

was slightly softer (0.6x and 0.8x, respectively) than the cytoplasmic region.  The absolute values 

were in a similar range as our measurements (for details, see Table VII) with the MCF10A cells 

being stiffest, the MCF7 being softer by a factor of 2 (nuclear region) and the MDA-MB-231 

cells being softest (factor of 4 over MCF10, nuclear region).  We believe the discrepancy between 

their results (difference between nuclear and cytoplasm region) and our results (no/little 

difference between nuclear and cytoplasmic region) could be attributed to the different probes 
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that were used in the indentation experiments.  We used a spherical probe (5.3 m diameter), 

which provides average stiffness values from a micrometer sized area, whereas the sharp probe 

(order of nanometer) used by Lee et al. provides values from nanometer sized areas, and also may 

have penetrated deeper.  Both approaches are valuable and useful.  If one is interested in an 

overview value for a given cell type, a larger, spherical probe is a better choice.  However, if one 

is interested in a detailed mapping of narrow cellular subregions a nanometer-sized probe is 

better.  The overall trend that metastatic and tumorigenic cells are softer than normal HME cells 

is the same in Lee et al. and our experiments.   

Our height measurements (Fig. 17) indicate that if one is interested in determining the 

mechanical properties of the nucleus by AFM, deep indentations, on the order of a few thousand 

nanometers, should be performed, because the nucleus is embedded in a thick layer of cytoplasm.  

Such deep indentations, however, may harm the cell.   

 

Stiffness vs. monolayer microenvironment. To analyze the effect of monolayer 

microenvironment, we combined the nuclear and cytoplasmic stiffness values and compared the 

effect of cell type and microenvironment status (isolated vs. periphery vs. monolayer center).  We 

ran a t-test analysis on the different pairwise combinations as summarized in Table VI.  Since the 

tumorigenic and metastatic cells did not form confluent colonies, but rather clumps of cells, we 

could not compare that monolayer microenvironment to others for those two cell types. 

 

Table VI. Summary of t-test results on cell stiffness as a function of microenvironment 

status. 
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Cell type Cell Monolayer Microenvironment 

Isolated/Periphery Isolated/Center Periphery/Center 

HMEC 0.0009 <0.0001 0.005 

Immortal 0.3766 0.2917 0.2196 

Tumorigenic <0.0001 NA NA 

Metastatic 0.3934 NA NA 

 

  

 

Figure 22. Stiffness of cells as a function of different monolayer microenvironments. (A) 

Iso – isolated cells outside of monolayer, Periph – cells on the periphery of monolayer; Cen– cells 

in the center (on the inside) of a monolayer. (B) HMEC cells become stiffer as the 

microenvironment changes from isolated to the center of a monolayer of cells. The stiffness of 

immortal and metastatic cells, , is not affected by microenvironment; tumorigenic cells become 

slightly softer (tumorigenic). 
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A remarkable aspect of this analysis is that the stiffness of normal cells is strongly 

affected by the monolayer microenvironment, whereas monolayer microenvironment has little or 

no statistically significant effect on metastatic and immortal cells and a slightly opposite effect on 

tumorigenic cells.  In other words, the various cell types respond in distinctly different ways to 

their cellular microenvironment.  This has some important implications.  First, when taking cell 

stiffness measurements, it is important to pay attention to the microenvironment in which the 

measurements were taken.  Leaving out this variable may result in data misinterpretations.  For 

example, isolated normal HME cells have the same stiffness as isolated metastatic cells; while 

normal HME cells inside a monolayer are stiffer.  Second, while it is well-known that cells sense 

their environment and that they respond to environmental cues, we discovered that cell stiffness is 

yet another parameter that is affected by the cellular environment.  One interpretation could be 

that in their natural environment, HME cells form a tightly packed cellular monolayer, and due to 

this tight packing they are stiffer.  This may be their normal, default stiffness, which will allow 

them to perform their natural function, which is the creation of a protective and interacting lining 

in ducts.   Once taken out of that environment they lose the stiffness associated with the tight 

packing.  Tumorigenic and metastatic cells don’t pack so tightly and don’t interact closely with 

each other, and thus do not have this tight-packing associated stiffness.  In this context, it is 

interesting to note that genotypic tumor cells can phenotypically behave like normal cells, when 

they were surrounded and packed in by normal cells [7].  These observations are in line with the 

notion that a cell’s microenvironment can have a strong influence on its morphology [7], inter-

cellular signaling [8], and differentiation [9].  Thus, environment and genetics influence a cell's 

behavior and fate.   

Comparison with literature.  It is difficult to make direct quantitative comparisons 

between measurements done on cells or tissue at different loading rates since the modulus results 

depend on the rate [32]. Nonetheless, comparisons that are made with loading rates that are 
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within roughly an order of magnitude have merit. In addition, the differences in tip size and shape 

could give rise to differences that would disappear if the cells were measured with identical tips. 

The first row in Table VII provides results from our work that lists a normal cell (HMEC, 

averaged over all microenvironments and subregions) and the two most compromised versions of 

cancer cells (tumorigenic and metastatic). The second row in Table VII shows a previous 

measurement by a different group [20] that used an experimental setup close to ours (similar cell 

line, same loading rate, over the cell center (probably nucleus), and very close to the same AFM 

tip).  Our normal HMEC cells were stiffer by about a factor of 1.7, and the absolute magnitude of 

the measurements were quite similar, in the range of 0.5 - 0.8 kPa. The cancer cells measured by 

Li, et al. were in agreement with our tumorigenic cells. The mammary gland tissue measurements 

by Levental et al. using an electromechanical indenter [59] – see the third row in Table VII -  

showed a systematic increase in the stiffness of mammary tissue as it went from normal to 

premalignant to tumor. This would appear to disagree with single cell measurements presented 

here and by others [20].  However, recent mammary tissue measurements [21] – see the fourth 

row in Table VII – performed with an AFM that has better spatial resolution than the indenter, 

showed that mammary cancer tissue had a stiffness distribution with three maxima.  The 

distribution showed three maxima - at stiffness values that are 1) about the same as normal tissue; 

2) stiffer than normal tissue; and 3) significantly softer than normal tissue.  It has been 

hypothesized that malignant cancers contain cells that could metastasize by moving nimbly 

around the circulatory or lymphatic system, arguing for the circulating tumor cells to be softer 

than other cells. The observation of tumor tissue being stiffer than normal tissue, yet allowing for 

a population of softer CTCs, is consistent with a model in which the ECM surrounding the cancer 

cells gives rise to the perceived stiffening. Meanwhile a certain subset of cells is much softer, 

allowing them to more easily leave the tumor and enter the circulatory system.  This model is 

supported by the recent work on breast biopsies by Plodinec et al. [21]. In fact, the body has 

normal cells whose natural job is to move around the body, viz. leukocytes, so we could expect 
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leukocytes to also exhibit a softening relative to red blood cells. Data on the stiffness of 

leukocytes using micropipette aspiration [60] suggests that these cells have moduli (130 Pa - for 

slow aspiration rates) that are somewhat lower than those measured here for the worst cancer 

cells. At fast aspiration rates, the leukocytes demonstrate significantly higher shear modulus (500 

Pa), indicating that leukocytic motion through tissue in the body occurs most effectively at low 

velocities.  

It is also noteworthy that the stiffness values of our normal HME cells agree with the 

normal tissue measurements of Plodinec et al. and the stiffness values of our metastatic cells 

agree with the stiffness of the softest cells/tissue they measure.  The fact that their measurements 

are nearly in vivo (breast biopsies) while ours are in vitro may indicate that the in-vitro cell 

conditions in our experiments do not introduce gross differences in cell stiffness compared to 

cells/tissue in vivo. 

Some important reports about stiffnesses of non-mammary cells are listed in Table viiB. 

Cell results in this table were obtained using AFM techniques.  Most groups used sharp 

tips, except for one group who used spherical probes on normal foreskin epithelial cells [27], and 

another who used spherical probes on breast cancer cells  (in Table VIIA).  Berdyyeva et al. [27] 

reported a difference in stiffness between the cytoplasmic and nuclear subregions, with the 

cytoplasmic subregions exhibiting greater stiffness values than the nuclear subregions. For the 

entries in the non-mammary results table, all groups found that the cancer cells were softer than 

comparison non-cancerous cells. 
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Table VII (A) Stiffness (Elastic Modulus) for Human Mammary Epithelial Cells using 

AFM (or an indenter). 

Enormal (kPa) Ecancer (kPa) Method Comments Ref. 

0.87 ± 0.39 0.87 ± 0.41 

(HMEC) 

0.41± 0.19 

(tumorigenic) 

0.57 ± 0.19 

(metastatic) 

AFM – spherical 

probe (5.3 m 

dia.) 

loading rate = 0.1 Hz – 

average over 3  

microenvironments and 

2 subregions 

This work 

0.51 ± 0.22 0.38 ± 0.15 AFM – spherical 

probe (4.5 m 

dia.) 

Single cells MCF-7; 

loading rate = 0.1 Hz 

Li et al. [20] 

2.0 (nucl.) 

1.8 (cyto.) 

0.9 (nucl.) 

1.3 (cyto.) 

(tumorigenic) 

0.5 (nucl.) 

0.7 (cyto.) 

(metastatic) 

AFM – sharp 

probe 

MCF10A (HMEC) 

MCF7 (tumorigenic) 

MDA-MA-231 

(metastatic) 

Lee et al. [58] 

0.17 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.13 

premalig 

Electromechanic

al indenter 

mammary gland tissue; 

load rate not reported 

Levental et al. 

[59] 
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1.8 ± 0.4 

tumor 

1.13 ± 0.78 0.57 ± 0.16 

1.99 ± 0.75 

5.75 ± 1.62 

AFM – sharp 

probe 

Peak values for breast 

cancer tumor tissue 

Plodinec et al. 

[21] 

1.93 ± 0.50 0.50 ± 0.08 AFM – sharp 

probe 

Pleural fluid cells; 

breast ductal 

Adenocarcinoma; load 

rate = 1 Hz 

Cross et al. [16] 

2.26 ± 0.56 

184A; 

1.20 ± 0.28 -

T47D; 

1.24 ± 0.46 - 

MCF7; 

AFM – sharp 

probe 

Mammary cells; loading 

rate = 1 Hz 

Lekka et al. [51] 

 

Table VII (B) Stiffness (Elastic Modulus) for Non-mammary Human Cells using AFM 

 

Enormal (kPa) Ecancer (kPa) Method Comments Ref. 
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7.7 ± 3.6 3.1 ± 2.8 

(metaplastic) 

2.6 ± 2.7 

(dysplastic) 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Esophageal; 

loading rate = 1 

um/s 

Fuhrmann et al. 

[17] 

9.4+21/-7 

(RC-124: non-

tumorigenic) 

 

7.4+21.5/-4.5 

(A498:carcinoma) 

2.5+4.5/-1.8 

(ACHN: 

adenocarcinoma) 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Kidney; vertical 

scan rate of f = 1 

Hz 

Rebelo et al. 

[22] 

80-110  AFM – 

sharp probe 

Single cell – 

keratinocytes 

HaCaT cells 

Zhou et al. [61] 

14 - nuclear 

37- cytoplasm 

 AFM – 

spherical 

probe (5 

m dia.) 

Single cells – 

epithelial 

(foreskin) 

Berdyyeva et al. 

[27] 

2.10 ± 0.79 lung 

2.05 ± 0.87 lung 

0.54 ± 0.12 

pancreas 

0.56 ± 0.09  lung 

0.52 ± 0.12 lung 

0.54 ± 0.08 

pancreas 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Pleural fluid 

cells; load rate = 

1 Hz 

Cross et al. [16] 
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2.8 ± 0.5 benign 0.287 ± 0.052 

malig. 

1.40 ± 0.16 malig 

 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Prostate cancer 

cells; load rate = 

0.28 Hz 

Faria et al. [24] 

3.09 ± 0.84 

PZHPV-7  

 

0.45 ± 0.21 

LNCaP; 

1.36 ± 0.42 

Du145; 

 1.95 ± 0.47 PC-3 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Prostate cancer 

cells; load rate = 

1 Hz 

Lekka et al. [51] 

4.85 ± 2.03 (200 

nm indent); 1.66 ± 

0.86 (1400 nm 

indent) - human 

skin fibroblasts 

CCL110 

3.07 ± 0.56 -

WM35 

(melanoma); 

0.76 ± 0.37 -  

A375 (metastatic 

melanoma); both 

at 1400 nm indent 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Melanoma cells; 

load rate not 

reported 

Pagoda et al. 

[62] 

9.7 ± 3.6 - Hu609;  

7.5 ± 3.6 - HCV29; 

0.3 ± 0.2 - Hu456;  

0.8 ± 0.4 - T24; 

1.0 ± 0.6 -BC3726 

AFM – 

sharp probe 

Bladder cells; 

load rate ~ 0.12 

Hz 

Lekka M. et al 

[18] 
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5. Conclusion 

 

It has long been known that genetic mutations can alter proteins and filaments that 

support the morphology of cells. For instance, the change caused by genetic mutations in keratin 

proteins, which are the main component of intermediate filaments, results in a softer cellular 

cytoplasm [58, 63, 64].  Swaminathan et al. reported that the concentration of actin in normal 

cells was higher than that in cancer cells, which led to the conclusion that the normal cells are 

stiffer [65].  Application of more sophisticated models to quantify scale-free cell mechanics will 

provide further insight into the relationship between neoplastic processes and stiffness changes in 

cells and cell structures. This is particularly relevant for metastasis, as metastatic cells have to 

penetrate the basal membranes, travel through the vasculature or lymphatic system, and then 

penetrate the membrane again to form another tumor elsewhere.   

The behavior of cells under strain is a complex combination of cell crowding, protein 

signaling, filament (polymer) changes under stress, the breaking and reforming of weak polymer 

bonds, and straining of stretched cellular fibers.  Our work shows that cell type (specific 

mutations) and microenvironment (cell location outside, on periphery, or inside of a monolayer) 

play important roles in determining cell stiffness.  Significantly more work needs to be done to 

fully understand and describe the importance of the various mechanisms that contribute to cell 

mechanical response to strain.  It is hoped that the reward of this work may be an entirely new 

approach to cancer treatment.   
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1. Confocal microscope image 

Distribution of moduli for all cells 
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Fig 23. Confocal microscope image 

The figure shows a representative confocal microscope image of a HME cell with 

orthogonal projections to the left and bottom of the main image, which is taken from a single 

vertical plane.  The large image is in the x-y-plane; the image on the right is a cross-section in the 

y-z-plane and the image at the bottom is a cross-section in the x-z-plane.  Each pixel in the x-y 

plane (for a single z plane) is 138 nm x138 nm.  Z-stacks were taken with a spacing of 400 nm 

along the z-axis, although the orthogonal projections to the left and bottom have pixel spacings 

that are also 138 nm using an interpolation algorithm that is built into to the ImageJ routine used 

to produce those two projected images.  The red color corresponds to the fluorescent dye DiI that 

labels lipids in the cells while the green color corresponds to DAPI added to fluorescently label 

the nucleus. 
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Fig 24. Distribution of moduli for all cells 

Displayed below are the distributions of the moduli for all cells and measurements.   

 

Legend:   

First letter:  I – Isolated cells; P – cells on Periphery of monolayer; C – Center 

(Inside) of monolayer 

Second letter: C – over cytoplasmic region; N – over nuclear region 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 
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The goal of this dissertation is to measure the mechanical properties of hydrogels that are 

used in tissue engineering as well as cell stiffnesses and use those mechanical properties to 

further our understanding of human cell properties and cancer diseases. In Chapter II, I report 

measurements of the Young’s moduli of hydrogels that are popular in tissue engineering. In 

Chapter IV, I report measurement of the Young’s moduli of human mammary epithelial cells and 

their cancer partners. In Chapter III, I report measurement of the stiffness of BMSCs and MGUS 

cells with different treatments. 

 

CHARACTERIZING THE MICRO-SCALE ELASTIC MODULUS OF HYDROGELS  

FOR USE IN REGENERATIVE MEDICINE 

The data gathered from the experiments proved that increasing concentration of biomaterials 

within the same hydrogel recipe tends to increase the Young’s modulus E of the gel. In the 

meantime, we also observed larger variations around mean values when E increases. 

In a companion experiment, we measured several targeted concentrations of several kinds of 

hydrogels. Our results showed that there are similar concentration dependences for different gel 

materials. For example, 1.0% alginate from Sigma is approximately half the stiffness of 2% 

alginate purchased from Sigma. However, 1.0% alginate from NovaMatrix is almost twice as stiff 

as that from Sigma. A further examination of recipe released by the manufacturers showed that 

the mannuronic acid to guluronic acid ratio of Sigma alginate is 1.56 while it is 1 for NovaMatrix, 

and this difference could account for the difference in observed properties for seemingly identical 

materials. We also noticed in our experiment that not all the biomaterials are capable of gelation. 

For example, collagen III and collagen V are hard to form a gel that could be measured by AFM. 

Low molecular weight (MW) may be a reason for it. Those biomaterials are frequently used in 
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coatings to facilitate cell growth. Therefore, I sought to characterize several biomaterials that are 

both elastically tenable and biocompatible.  

 

CD138-NEGATIVE MYELOMA CELLS REGULATE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 

BONE MARROW STROMAL CELLS THROUGH SDF-1/CXCR4/AKT SIGNALING 

PATHWAY 

Experiments designed to test the stiffness of cells have shown that BMSCs and MGUS from MM 

patients are stiffer than those from healthy volunteers. However, when co-cultured with NCI-

H929 MM cells, the stiffnesses of M-BMSCs (BMSCs from MM patients) increased while 

stiffnesses of MGUS from patients and N-BMSCs (BMSCs from healthy volunteers) did not 

change. Further examination showed that M-BMSCs expressed more SDF-1 than N-BMSCs.  

To study the role SDF-1 plays in BMSCs, we inhibited SDF-1 using a pharmacological inhibitor. 

Measurements showed that the stiffnesses of M-BMSCs co-cultured with MM cells did not 

increase with the inhibition of SDF-1. On the other hand, knocking down CXCR4 in M-BMSCs 

would yield the same result, suggesting that SDF-1/CXCR4 plays an important role in increasing 

stiffness of M-BMSCs. 

In order to test the MM initiating cells mentioned in several publications[1, 2],we co-cultured M-

BMSCs with CD138- and CD138+ separately and only the M-BMSCs with CD138- showed 

increased stiffness. Though the existence of cancer stem cells has not been proved, a potential 

explanation of why myeloma is incurable and relapses in MM patients is that myeloma initiating 

cells are capable of escaping from the effects of chemotherapy/radiotherapy. That is to say, 

cancer stem cells have the opportunity to mature into myeloma cells. It is important to identify 

the communication between myeloma initiating cells and the bone marrow environment. Our 

results have demonstrated that cross-talk exists between myeloma initiating cells and their host 

cells, BMSCs. 
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The SDF-1/CXCR4 signaling pathway has been reported to regulate tumor cell proliferation and 

migration by activation of several signaling pathways [3, 4], including but not limited to 

PI3K/AKT. Western blotting has shown that AKT and FAK signaling pathways in M-BMSCs 

were much more active after SDF-1 treatment. Also, blocking AKT and FAK activity with 

inhibitors would eliminate SDF-1 induced stiffness increases in M-BMSCs. Meanwhile, our data 

also supports the hypothesis that AKT and FAK are both necessary for SDF-1 to increase the 

stiffnesses of M-BMSCs. Thus we proved that multiple myeloma cells regulates M-BMSCs 

through several SDF-1/CXCR4/AKT path ways. 

 

Figure 25 Downstream pathways regulated by the SDF-1/CXCR4/AKT axis [5]. 
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THE EFFECT OF NEIGHBORING CELLS ON THE STIFFNESS OF CANCEROUS AND 

NON-CANCEROUS HUMAN MAMMARY EPITHELIAL CELLS   

It has long been noticed that genetic mutations will change protein expression and filament 

structure inside the cells. Research work has shown that ovarian cancer cells are generally softer 

and display lower intrinsic variability in cell stiffness than non-malignant ovarian epithelial cells 

[6, 7].Also cell stiffness can be a biomarker for cancer cell metastatic potential. Application of 

more sophisticated models to quantify scale-free cell mechanics will provide further insight into 

the relationship between neoplastic processes and stiffness changes in cells and cell structures. 

This is particularly important for metastasis, as previous reports have shown that metastatic cells 

alter their stiffness to allow them to penetrate into the circulatory or lymphatic system inside the 

human body and get into other parts of tissue [8]. 

Cells in four different stages of cancer have been tested in vitro: normal cells, immortal cells, 

tumorigenic cells and metastatic cells. In Chapter IV, I reported modulus measurements on cells 

undergoing neoplastic processes and obtained several key results. First, we found that normal 

epithelial cells and immortal cells have the same stiffness. Also they are both stiffer than 

metastatic cells. Surprisingly, our measurements showed that metastatic cells are stiffer than 

tumorigenic cells. Our conclusions are consistent with those from other publications that normal 

cells and immortal cells are generally stiffer than tumorigenic cells and metastatic cells. 

Secondly, when we grouped the results in each cell type by subregions (nucleus vs. cytoplasm), 

no significant difference in stiffness was observed. To understand how deeply we were probing 

our cells with the AFM probe, we further examined cell sizes (heights) using fluorescent staining 

of the membranes and the cytoplasm, and taking whole cell images with a confocal microscope. 

The thickness of the cytoplasmic regions and the total heights of cells were determined using Z-

stack mode. The cytoplasm regions above and below the nuclei were about 2µm to 4µm, which is 

significant compared to the indentation depth (1.5µm). Thus, when we were taking measurement 

on “nuclear” regions, we were actually taking data on a “sandwich” structure (cytoplasm above 
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the nucleus, then the nucleus, and then cytoplasm under the nucleus). Thus the cytoplasm region 

undoubtedly contributed the most to the "nuclear" results. The experiments are important if AFM 

measurements are going to be used as a diagnostic tool. Our results have demonstrated that the 

placement of the probe on a cell (nucleus or cytoplasm) does not affect the conclusion as long as 

the indentation depth is within the range of the thickness of cytoplasm. Meanwhile, it also calls 

for further research work to determine the stiffness of nuclei in living cells, since the nuclei are 

generally embedded deep inside cells. Third, normal cells in our experiments showed great 

sensitivity to microenvironment. In other words, the stiffness of normal cells differs as we go 

from the center of a monolayer, to the periphery, and  to isolated cells. Normal cells have highest 

stiffness when they are inside of a monolayer and lowest stiffness when they are isolated. 

However, immortal or metastatic cells do not show this property. They have about the same 

stiffness regardless of the microenvironment. These results point to the importance of cell 

microenvironment when determining mechanical properties of single cells. Our last key result is 

related to a cross comparison of the stiffnesses of cells. We found that certain combinations of 

subregions, cell types, and microenvironment would yield similar stiffnesses for some cells. This 

result once again emphasizes the importance of the cell microenvironment and serves as a 

reminder when the stiffnesses of cells are used as diagnostic markers. 

Future Work 

Cell behaviors are very complex and it is no doubt that we need to know more about them in the 

future. Great progress has been made by co-culturing normal cells and cancerous cells and 

determining the resulting effects on cell behaviors [9]. However, stiffness changes of cells during 

the process of co-culturing still demand more attention. In Chapter IV, I have showed that the 

stiffnesses of cancer cells is different from the stiffnesses of normal cells. But we do not have 

enough information about the process in between these extremes. Experiments designed to give a 

whole view of the process would be beneficial to help further our understanding of cancer 

disease, and to aid development of therapies for treatment. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Highly Stretchable, Biocompatible, Striated Substrate Made from Fugitive Glue 

Wei Li, Tomas Lucioni, Xinyi Guo  and Martin Guthold 

 

The following manuscript was submitted to Materials in 2015. Stylistic variations are due 

to the requirements of the journal. Xinyi Guo is responsible to perform experiments on cell 

culturing and testing bio-compatibility of the substrate. Martin Guthold acted in an advisory 

capacity data collection and data analysis. 
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Abstract: We developed a novel substrate made from fugitive glue that can be used 

to analyze the effects of large strains on biological samples. The substrate has the following 

attributes: 1) It is easy to make from inexpensive components; 2) it is transparent and can be 

used in optical microscopy; 3) it is extremely stretchable as it can be stretched up to 700% 

strain, 4) it can be micro-molded, for example we created micro-ridges that are 6 m high 

and 13 m wide, 5) it is adhesive to biological fibers (we tested fibrin fibers), and can be 

used to uniformly stretch those fibers, 6) it is non-toxic to cells (we tested human mammary 

epithelial cells), 7) it can tolerate low and high salt concentrations and low and high pH 

values. Stretching of this extraordinary stretchable substrate is relatively uniform and thus, 

can be used to test multiple cells or fibers in parallel under the same conditions.  

Keywords: Biocompatible substrate, fugitive glue, stretchable, transparent, fibrin 

fibers, human mammary epithelial cells 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Cells and other biological samples are often exposed to stresses and strains in their 

natural environment, and these stresses and strains can have a significant biological effect. For 

example, the growth of smooth muscle cells and the import of nuclear proteins are stimulated by 

strains [1], and bone formation is stimulated in the presence of mechanical stimuli [2]. In the last 

few years, strong evidence has emerged that cells are sensitive to the mechanical properties (e.g. 

stiffness) of their environment. In an seminal paper, Engler et al. showed that the differentiation 

of  stem cells is influenced by substrate mechanical properties [3].  These researchers observed 

that stem cells will differentiate into bone-like cells when grown on stiff substrates or into 
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neuron-like cells when grown on soft substrates. Moreover, mechanical strain plays an important 

role in stem cell differentiation and function: global gene expression changes (for example, 

smooth muscle markers increase, cartilage matrix decrease) when cells are aligned parallel to the 

strain axis [4]. Furthermore, intracellular calcium oscillation in human mesenchymal stem cells is 

governed by mechanical tension [5] and mesenchymal stem cell differentiation, into vascular 

smooth muscle cells, may be promoted by uniaxial strain [6]. 

Similarly, biological fibers in the body are often exposed to stresses and strains. For 

example, blood flow exerts stress on fibrin fibers during blood coagulation, and blood flow can 

affect the structure of blood clots [7, 8] and the interaction of fibrin fibers with platelets [9]. 

Elastin fibers [10], which are found in the skin and lungs, experience strain during respiration and 

are very extensible; collagen fibers, found in cartilage and connective tissue, experience strain 

during movement, but are not as extensible [11].   

Therefore, when investigating the behavior of biological samples in the lab, a stretchable 

substrate is required in many situations. There are numerous devices and techniques to apply and 

test the effect of stress and strains on cells. One example is traction force microscopy, which uses 

a stretchable substrate. The migration of normal 3T3 cells can be detected by using traction force 

microscopy, where the cell body was pulled forward by the dynamic traction forces at the leading 

edge [12]. Shao et al. described a homemade stretching cell device to demonstrate that external 

mechanical stretch plays a key role in regulating subcellular molecular dynamics with the F-actin 

cytoskeleton [13]. Moore's group used their stretching device to show that phenotype modulation 

(alignment and altered mRNA expression) can be induced by stretching 10T1/2 cells [14].  

Nano- and microfiber properties are often measured by suspending fibers over 

microridges in a substrate and then the fibers are manipulated with an AFM [15]. The mechanical 

properties of different nanofibers have been determined by this method, such as fibrin fibers [16, 
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17], electrospun collagen fibers [18] and electrospun fibrinogen fibers [19]. This sophisticated 

AFM technique allows for precise mechanical manipulations of nanofibers, and numerous 

mechanical properties can be extracted with this technique. However, individual fibers are pulled 

one at a time, which is tedious, time-consuming and not efficient. Varju et al. showed that a 

strained blood clot lyses slower than an unstrained blood clot [20]. So, to investigate the effect of 

strain on single fibrin fibers, an AFM could be used, but a technique that allows the investigation 

of multiple fibers in parallel would be more efficient. With our novel, highly stretchable 

substrate, it is possible to manipulate an array of single fibers simultaneously, instead of only one 

single fiber. This facilitates investigations of the effect of strain on single biological nanofibers, 

such as collagen and fibrin, and other nanofibers, such as electrospun nanofibers [19], that are 

used in biomedical engineering applications.   

Besides investigating biological samples, stretchable substrates may also be used in 

flexible electronics. Stretchable materials can serve as substrates, onto which circuits and 

electronics are engineered [21, 22]. Other times, conducting materials are injected into the 

substrate [23, 24]. Often these materials have a rather low stretch limit, just a little above 100% 

[25]. However, some applications may require significantly higher elongations. Another 

drawback of current stretchable devices, like bioMEMS [26, 27] and traction force microscopy 

[12],  is the high cost of these devices.  

In this paper, we report tests on fugitive glue, which is extraordinarily stretchable (up to a 

750% strain). It also is very inexpensive, easy to obtain and easy to handle. Moreover, it can be 

molded into microstructures, and presumably many other shapes. Furthermore, it is transparent 

(for use in optical microscopy), it can withstand extreme environments, like strong acids/bases 

(between pH 0 and 14), it is compatible with salt solutions and biological samples (fibrin fibers), 

and it is non-toxic to cells.  
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2. Results and Discussion 

2.1 Stability 

2.1.1 Mechanical Stability 

We found the substrate to be mechanically stable even when stretched to about 250%. In 

our 24-hour test, it kept its original shape in air at room temperature. Therefore, we kept the 

stretching percentage at around 250% in the following experiments. In the most extreme case we 

tested, the substrate could be stretched to around 750%, but it was only mechanically stable for 10 

minutes. These experiments demonstrate that substrates formed from fugitive glue are extremely 

extensible and hold their shapes for long enough time periods to do many biological and other 

experiments. The extensibility far exceeds that of other common materials used in recently 

described stretching devices, such as PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) [21], PET (Poly-ethylene-

terephthalate) [28], PI (Polyimide) [29] and silicone [30]. A concentrated strain of 107% has been 

reported on a soft, thin PDMS film area in microsupercapacitor arrays [21].  PET substrates 

coated with an acrylic primer can be stretched to over 70% without breaking [28]. None of these 

materials can be stretched to several times their original length. In separate experiments, we also 

tested PDMS, Norland optical glue and silicone; they were all significantly stiffer than fugitive 

glue and significantly less extensible.   

To provide an everyday example of the use of fugitive glue:  It is often used to attach 

credit cards to paper (credit care glue), and it can easily be stretched to several times of its 

original length. 

 

2.1.2  pH test 
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Some experiments require extreme pH values, so the ability of a substrate to tolerate 

highly acidic and basic surroundings can become important. We, therefore, also tested the pH 

tolerance of our fugitive glue substrate from pH 0 to pH 14. Many polymers will degrade at these 

extreme environments. However, our stretchable substrate made from fugitive glue maintained its 

mechanical and chemical stability under both highly acidic and basic environments for up to at 

least 1.5 hours. There was no discernable degradation and the shape of the grooves and ridges 

was not affected (Figure 26).   
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Figure 26. Different pH value test. (A), (C), (E), (G) is right after adding pH 0, 4, 10, 14; 

(B), (D), (F), (H) is after 1.5 hours for pH 0, 4, 10, 14. The images before and after adding 

solutions are at different locations of the same sample. Some crystals formed in the pH 14 

solution, probably due to the high Na+ concentration, but the substrate appears unaffected by the 

solution.  

 

2.1.3 Salt test 

For biological and non-biological experiments, different salt solutions may be applied to 

the substrate. So, it is also important to test if this material can withstand different salt solutions. 

In this experiment, a 5M NaCl solution and a (2.5 M NaCl + 2.5 M MgCl2) solution were applied 

to the stretchable substrate. After 4 hours, no salt deposits and no deformation or degradation of 

the ridges and grooves were observed (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. Different salt solution test. (A) and (C) show images that were taken right after 

adding a 5M NaCl solution and a (2.5M NaCl + 2.5 M MgCl2) solution to the substrate. (B) and 

(D) show images of the substrate after a 4 hour-incubation with these solutions. The images 

before and after adding salt solution are at different locations of the same sample. 

In summary, the stretchable substrate made from fugitive glue can accommodate a broad 

range of solution conditions that may be found in many experiments. 

 

Ridge

Groove
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2.2 Bio-compatibility  

2.2.1 Cell Growth on Fugitive Glue Substrate 

Since many biological samples are exposed to stress and strains in their environment, we 

tested if our stretchable substrate is suitable for biological samples. We tested cells and biological 

fibers.  First, we tested if this material is toxic to cells. Human Mammary Epithelial Cells 

(HMECs) grew on fugitive glue (Figure 27C-D) as well as on our glass control substrate (Figure 

28A-B), for 48 hours. Cells were well attached to both substrates. Thus, it appears that fugitive 

glue is suitable as a cell substrate.     

 

A

C

B

D
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Figure 28. Human mammary epithelial cells grown on glass (A), (B), and on fugitive glue 

(C), (D). Images were taken with 40X objective lens in bright field. 

 

2.2.2 Fibrin fiber formed on fugitive glue substrate 

Besides cells, we also tested if our fugitive glue substrate is compatible with biological 

fibers. Fibrin fibers are the major structural and mechanical component of a blood clot. They have 

an average diameter of about 130 nm. Fibrin fibers form from fibrin monomers, the activated 

form of the blood protein, fibrinogen. Fibrinogen gets converted to fibrin by thrombin in the last 

step of the coagulation cascade. Fibrin fibers can be easily formed in the lab, by adding thrombin 

to fibrinogen. In previous work, we have determined various mechanical properties of single 

fibrin fibers, such as their stiffness, extensibility and elasticity [16, 17]. As shown in Figure 29A, 

fibrin fibers form well on this substrate, and they strongly adhere to the substrate. We did not 

observe any slipping or detachment, even at over two-fold extensions (Figure 29B). Since fibrin 

fibers experience stress during blood circulation [7, 8], there is a strong interest in investigating 

fibrin fiber mechanical properties. Our stretchable substrate provides a novel approach for these 

investigations.   
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Figure 29. Fibrin fibers on the unstretched substrate (A) and stretched substrate (268%) 

(B). The substrate has imprinted ridges and grooves. The width of the groove is 13.5 μm (before 

stretching), and 36.2 μm (after stretching). 

 

3. Experimental Section  

3.1 Stretchable Substrate Preparation 

A drop of hot fugitive glue (Surebonder AT-10154 Hot Melt, Hotmelt.com) was placed 

onto the surface of a microscope cover glass slide (No. 1.5, 24mm × 60mm) (Fisherbrand) from a 

Surebonder PRO100 Hot Melt Gun (Hotmelt.com). Immediately afterward, a rectangular PDMS 

(Polydimethylsiloxane) stamp with imprinted grooves and ridges was pressed into the glue. After 

it cooled down and dried (four minutes), the PDMS stamp was peeled off, leaving ridges and 

grooves in the fugitive glue (width and height of the ridges was 6.5 m, width of the grooves was 

13.5 m,). Next, the imprinted fugitive glue substrate was manually stretched to desired length, as 

follows.  The imprinted substrate was carefully peeled off the glass cover slide, then manually 

stretched to a specific length, and anchored back down again. We used Adhesive Squares 
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(Amazon.com) to anchor the two sides by wrapping them around the cover glass as shown in 

Figure 29.  

 

Figure 30. Setup of stretchable substrate. (A) Schematic of forming fugitive glue with ridges and 

grooves; (B) Photograph of fugitive substrate with ridges and grooves; (C) Photograph of 

stretched substrate. Scale bar is 1cm. 

 

3.2 pH and Salt solution Test 

400 l solutions with different pH values and salt concentrations were deposited onto the 

surface of the stretchable substrate and left for 1.5 hours at room temperature. The following 

solutions were used (all solutions from Fisher Scientific): 1N HCl (pH~0), pH 4 buffer solution 

(pH-meter calibration solution, Potassium Acid Phthalate), pH 10 buffer solution (pH-meter 

calibration solution, Boric Acid- Potassium Chloride- Sodium Hydroxide buffer), 1N NaOH 

(pH~14), 5M NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich), 5M MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich).  Microscope images were 

B C

A
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taken before and after the tests with an inverted optical microscope (Axio Observer D1, Zeiss, 

Thornwood, NY) with a 40X objective lens (Figure 24). 

 

3.3 Fibrin Fibers 

An 18 l solution of purified human fibrinogen (Enzyme Research Laboratories, South 

Bend, IN, final concentration 1 mg/ml) was placed onto the surface of the stretchable substrate. 

Then 2 l of thrombin (Enzyme Research Laboratories, South Bend, IN, final concentration 0.1 

NIH units/ml) were added into it and kept in a wet environment at room temperature for 1 hour. 

After that, a skin (part of the clot) on this solution was peeled off with a pipette tip to reduce the 

density of the clot before imaging.  Fibrin fibers on the stretchable substrate were kept 

continuously in fibrin buffer (140 mM NaCl, 10 mM, Hepes, 5 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4).  

 

3.4 Cell Growth 

For the cell growth experiments, we used a flat (instead of a striated) substrate made from 

fugitive glue. Glass bottom dishes (Willcowells, Amsterdam, NL) of size 35mm × 2mm were 

purchased and assembled in the lab. A drop of hot fugitive glue was placed onto the surface of a 

petri dish, then a PDMS stamp with flat surface was pressed into the glue and removed after 4 

minutes. 

Human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs) were purchased from Lonza (Lonza Group 

Ltd, Walkersville, MD) and used within 6 passages from their original state from Lonza. HMECs 

were cultured in Mammary Epithelial Cell Growth Medium – MEGM (Lonza) with 0.4% bovine 

pituitary extract (BPE) (Lonza), according to the distributor’s recommendations. Cells were 
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cultured and maintained in a culture incubator at 37ºC with 5% CO2. Pictures were taken 48 hours 

after the cells were seeded (Figure 26). 

 

4. Conclusions  

We have described and tested a highly stretchable substrate make from fugitive glue. It is 

moldable, transparent to visible light (usable as a substrate in optical microscopy), tolerant to high 

and low pH values and salt concentrations, and compatible with biological cells and fiber 

samples. Compared to other devices that are used to apply strain to biological samples on the 

microscale, it is among the least expensive and easiest to handle and manufacture. Other devices 

include bio-Microelectromechanical systems (BioMEMS) and some home-made stretching 

devices.  

BioMEMS are MEMS devices for biological applications, which are manufactured using 

similar microfabrication techniques as those used to create integrated circuits. They are usually 

used in biosensors, pacemakers, immunoisolation capsules, and drug delivery systems [31]. 

BioMEMS have been used to apply strain to adherent fibroblasts and detect the de-adhesion force 

[26], and to test cell force responses: strongly linear, reversible, and repeatable under large 

stretches [27].  

Some home-made devices have also been used to apply external strain to biological 

systems. For example, Heo et al. applied input pressure (air input) from underneath to a PDMS 

layer, so that the cells on the layer can be stretched [32]. Another novel stretching device is based 

on the movement of computer-controlled, piezoelectrically actuated pins of a refreshable Braille 

display underneath a sample to generate strain on a elastometric PDMS membrane’s top surface. 

The Braille pins could provide 20-25% maximal strain in the radial direction [33]. Yang’s group 
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used a force sensor probe coated with biomolecules to stretch cells [34]. Wipff et al. used PDMS 

as the elastic membrane, mixed with tracking particles to monitor the degree of substrate 

expansion under stretch [35].  

All these are examples of well-suited devices for biological stretch experiments on a 

micrometer scale. However, they need expensive equipment (micromanipulator), complicated 

systems (air chambers, functionalized force probe, electric tracking system). Many have a limited 

stretching range (around 20 – 30%), since they use PDMS. Our stretchable substrate is a good 

substrate choice when large strains are required. 
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The chemical and crystal structure of diF-TEG ADT makes it a good candidate for the use 

in OTFTs with tunable microstructure via the manipulation of interactions at chemically tailored 

interfaces. [1] We have shown that such molecules form highly-ordered large grains of molecules 

preferentially oriented along the 001 crystallographic direction on the surfaces treated with 

fluorinated SAMs as a result of halogen bonding between the F-atom of the SAM and the F-atom 

in the backbone of the organic semiconductor. On the contrary, the regions where this interaction 

is absent or prohibited consist of fine grains of multiple molecular orientations.[2-5]  

Fig. 30a depicts the evolution of the mobility versus channel length, L for devices with 

pentafluorobenzene thiol (PFBT) treated contacts. This figure was obtained by averaging the results 

over 5 devices for each channel length. It can be observed that at short channel lengths the mobility 

is high (µ = 2.96 ± 0.95 cm2V-1s-1 at L = 5 µm) and its value decreases slightly as the channel length 

increases. The inverse correlation between the channel length and mobility, characteristic and 

reproducible in our OTFTs, is distinguishable for devices that are not limited by contact effects and 

for which the channel resistance is significantly higher. The trend is reverse in OTFTs with 

performance dominated by parasitic contact effects. This statement is in agreement with the low 

value of the width normalized contact resistance that we have estimated using the gated 

transmission line method, RcW ~ 200 Ωm.[1]  

The decrease in mobility with increasing channel length originates from the presence of 

increased density of grain-boundaries, which limit the conduction due to poor inter-grain 

transport. Nevertheless, its value remains relatively high for channel lengths shorter than 25 µm 

(µ = 0.14 ± 0.02 cm2V-1s-1 at L = 25 µm). The high mobility is a result of the fact that in these 

narrow channel-length devices the large grains that form on the treated contacts extend into the 

device channel and bridge the source-drain electrodes to provide a high-mobility path for the 

charge carriers (Fig. 32b and 32d). As the channel length increases, the presence of the fine grain 

regions in the middle of the channel has a profound effect on the grain-boundary density and 

dominates the charge transport (Fig. 32c and 32e). This is captured as a change in slope in the 
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mobility versus channel length plot at the transition point (L = 25 µm), followed by a more abrupt 

decrease in mobilities values as a function of channel length after this point, reaching µ = (6.7 ± 

1.1)*10-4 cm2V-1s-1 at L = 100 µm. At channel lengths exceeding 25 µm, the film consists of high 

mobility large grains of <001> oriented molecules in the vicinity of the contacts and low- 

mobility small grains  of  <001> and <111> oriented molecules, whose contribution increases 

with channel length.  

 

 

 

Figure 31. X-Ray diffraction powder pattern and preferred angles (a) X-Ray diffraction powder 

pattern of grains in SAC, large-grain and small-grain spin-coating films at 150K and 230K. 

Coefficient of thermal expansion is calculated based on peak shift. (b) SAC and large-grain spin-

coating films are having (001) preferred orientation. (c) Small-grain spin-coating film shows both 

(001) and (111) preferred orientation.   
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Figure 32. Spin-coated diF-TEG ADT transistors. (a) Evolution of the mobility with channel 

length. (b) Optical micrograph of a short channel device (L = 20 µm). (c) Optical micrograph of a 

long channel device (L = 80 µm) showing the differential microstructure. Atomic Force 

Microscope graphs on x-y plane show different morphology in (d) large grains and (e) small 

grains areas on Spin-coated diF-TEG ADT transistors. 
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